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Service to be held for professor 
The BC News 
A memorial service for Psy- 
chology Professor Douglas Ull- 
man will be held today at 11 a.m. 
at St. Thomas More University 
Parish on Thurstin Ave. 
Ullman, 53, collapsed and 
died after a workout at the Stu- 
dent Recreation Center Monday. 
The cause of death is still 
unknown. 
With Ullman's sudden death 
the psychology department has 
say what? 
"He was a very impor- 
tant contributing mem- 
ber of the department. 
He has touched us all." 
William Balzer 
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been trying to arrange the 
memorial service and fill the gap 
the death has left. 
Ullman was the director of the 
Psychological Services Center 
(PSC). He came to the University 
in 1972, where he served as a 
full-time professor until 1987. In 
1987 he was named the director 
of clinical training. In 1997 he 
then was named the director of 
the Psychological Services Cen- 
ter. 
William Balzer, chairman of 
the psychology department, said 
the memorial will serve as a 
reminder of the dedication Ull- 
man exhibited as a professor and 
colleague. 
"He was a very important 
contributing member of the 
department," he said. "He has 
touched us all." 
Deb Conklin, psychology 
department secretary, agreed. 
She said the faculty is    still in 
shock, but has been trying to 
concentrate on making arrange- 
ments for the service. 
Balzer also commented on the 
work Ullman did with the PSC. 
He said Ullman had contributed 
greatly to redesigning the PSC 
and was making more changes 
before he died. Despite being the 
director since 1997, he was 
involved with the PSC for sever- 
al years beforehand, he said. 
"He was an excellent teacher, 
r*\ Building Future 
Leaders 
Sophomores get the opportunity 
to become teaching assistants 
By BRANDI BARHITE 
 The BC News  
If you walk into room 360C 
in Chapman Hall, you won't 
find a traditional teacher/stu- 
dent set-up. 
Instead you will find Brett 
Holden, Chapman Learning 
Community (CLC) professor, 
teaching his class "Journeys of 
the Imagination" with 
two teaching assis- 
tants. The rare thing is 
not that he has teach- 
ing assistants, but that 
his assistants are CLC 
sophomores. 
Holden knows 
being a teaching assis- 
tant is a job generally 
reserved for graduate 
students, yet he said 
CLC has established a program 
that allows undergraduate stu- 
dents to become teaching assis- 
tants. All together he has enlist- 
ed the help of four CLC stu- 
dents for the two sections he 
teaches. 
"We need to get our upper- 
classmen involved," Holden 
said. "We want to give them 
opportunities for leadership 
and opportunities to mentor." 
Raquel Mendoza, a sopho- 
more biology major, said she 
never thought she would be 
given the opportunity to 
become a teaching assistant 
during her second year in col- 
lege. She believes she has 
already touched several stu- 
dents. 
"One student had no idea 
what she was going to do for an 
essay," she said. "We used visu- 
als and we worked out her 
problem together." 
Despite being a biology 
major, Mendoza said teaching 
will help her in her career if she 
credit for participation, yet 
Holden believes the benefits are 
far greater than credit. It gives 
them the opportunity to gain 
leadership skills and helps us to 
continue to build a community, 
he said. 
Bob Marzola, a sophomore 
education major, said not only 
has he seen the CLC communi- 
ty grow with this program, but 
he believes he has also grown. 
He said he now appreciates 
teachers and their frustrations 
more. 
"1 love Ihe program because 
I'm not actually the student, but 
I'm also not the teacher," Mar- 
zola said. 
Marzola also said being a 
leaching assistant now will help 
him when he is in his own class- 
room some day. 
Marzola is not the only 
teaching assistant who sees this 
experience as a head start for a 
teaching career. Melissa Eckert, 
a sophomore special education 
major, said this is a rare oppor- 
decides   to  educate  children 
about marine biology. 
Holden said his teaching 
assistants help him generate 
discussion in classroom. He 
also said they meet with him 
once a week to give him ideas 
on how to improve the class 
and relate better to the stu- 
dents. 
Additionally, he said his 
teaching assistants are available 
to help students outside of the 
classroom. He said later in the 
semester they will also be given 
the responsibility to teach mini- 
lessons. 
CLC leaching assistants 
receive an independent study 
tunity which will help her in 
the future. For now though, she 
said the students are benefiting 
from having teaching assistants 
that are their own ages. 
"They are a lot more com- 
fortable," she said. "We can talk 
on the same level, but in the 
same instance we can step back 
and let them learn." 
Amy McClellan, a freshman 
psychology major and member 
of Holden's class, said being in 
a class with undergraduate 
teaching assistants makes for a 
better classroom setting. 
"I can relate to them more," 
she said. "They are the greatest 
thing in the whole world." 
One of McCellan's teaching 
assistants is Mendoza. She said 
Mendoza especially helped her 
when she did not understand 
the short story, "Ihe Interlop- 
ers." 
Amy Delugach, .1 freshman 
early childhood education 
major and a member of Hold- 
en's class, agreed. She said it is 
convenient to have a teaching 
assistant in the same dorm if 
she needs help late at night. 
Eckert said she is glad to give 
students another avenue to 
pursue for assistance. She said 
I lolden solicited her help last 
semester and she was eager to 
participate after having him for 
English 111 and English 112. 
She said he is an awesome 
teacher who motivates the 
class, a skill she hopes to 
acquire one day. 
Gretchen LeGrande, a 
sophomore early childhood 
education major, is also thrilled 
to be Holden's assistant. 
"It is a great experi- 
ence," she said. "I am 
learning how to be a 
leader." 
LeGrande also 
noticed that students 
are more comfortable 
talking to her than a 
professor. She said in a 
recent group discus- 
sion she noticed the 
students talked more 
freely with her. 
Holden agreed. He said his 
students can identify belter 
with the sophomore teaching 
assistants because they are the 
same age and live in the dorms 
together. 
"The students know that Ihe 
sophomores are always there 
for them," he said. 
Tom Klein, CLC director, 
said Ihe teaching assistant pro- 
gram began last spring semes- 
ter and has resulted in positive 
experiences for faculty and stu- 
• See CHAPMAN, page six. 
researcher and clinician," Balzer 
said. "He was very concerned 
about other people." 
Balzer was a Bowling Green 
resident. He received his bache- 
lor degree Irom Rutgers Univer- 
sity in New Jersey and his mas- 
ters and Ph.D. degrees from the 
University of Iowa. Before com- 
ing to BGSU, he was a lecturer at 
Manhattan College and worked 





By CHASITY LESTER 
 The BC News  
Imagine, it is the middle of the 
fall semester. You are lying in 
bed after another exhausting day 
of classes and you begin to 
dream that you have a few days 
off. 
This dream could become a 
reality if the Faculty Senate pass- 
es a proposal to institute a fall 
break. 
The proposal was made at a 
Faculty Senate meeting in Janu- 
ary. Greg De Crane, dean of stu- 
dents and assistant vice presi- 
dent of student affairs, said the 
Faculty Senate proposed this 
after analyzing University statis- 
tics that showed a rise in student 
visits to the campus health clinic 
during the middle of fall semes- 
ter. 
De Crane also said counseling 
referrals and a drop in grades 
and class attendance are also evi- 
dent at this time. He said they 
also considered statistics gath- 
ered by the University of Illinois 
that evaluated the merits of a fall 
break. 
De Crane said tension builds 
stress. He said this can lead to a 
rise in drop-out rates and class 
failures. 
Other Faculty Senate mem- 
bers are also concerned with stu- 
dent stress. 
"We want students to suc- 
ceed, to stay and finish their 
degrees," said Veronica Gold, 
head of Faculty Senate. 
Similar studies at other uni- 
versities have led to the installa- 
tion of a fall break. The Universi- 
ty of Toledo, the Medical College 
• See BREAK, page six. 
University searches for ideal senior 
—By KIM WILFoNG 
 Hie BC News  
Selecting one University stu- 
dent who encompasses BGSU 
ideals, excels in academics and 
participates in activities is a diffi- 
cult task. However, it is a task 
the University Ambassadors and 
alumni are willing to face. 
These two organizations have 
again come together to select Ihe 
1999 Outstanding Senior. 
According to Kelly Kallberg, 
chairwoman of the Outstanding 
Senior committee, the award is 
given each year to a senior at the 
University who has demonstrat- 
ed outstanding academic ability 
and has been involved in 
extracurricular activities. 
"The students have to demon- 
strate that they have been 
involved in Ihe community," 
Kallberg said. "Both extracurric- 
ular activities and involvement 
on and off the campus are essen- 
tial." 
Kallberg said the head of each 
department nominates a student 
"I think it is a tremendous honor because 
you are nominated by your peers and 
advisors. It is saying that you are the best 
BGhas to offer.'' 
Paul Pawlaczyk 
assistant director of alumni affairs 
who they believe is deserving of 
the award. An application is 
then sent to those students who 
are nominated. 
Students fill out Ihe applica- 
tion and turn it in, Kallberg said. 
A panel comprised of both facul- 
ty and staff members review the 
applications and rale them 
according to the categories of 
leadership, scholarship and ser- 
vice. The top 10 applicants are 
then chosen as finalists. 
Kallberg said the award rec- 
ognizes students for their hard 
work and commitment. 
"It is a recognition award," 
she said. "It is saying that this 
person is everything we look for 
in a student." 
Paul . Pawlaczyk,    assistant 
director    of    alumni    affairs, 
agreed. 
"I think it is a tremendous 
honor because you are nominat- 
ed by your peers and advisors," 
he said. "It is saying that you are 
the best BGSU has to offer." 
The award was initiated by 
William Ficken, a 1963 Universi- 
ty graduate. 
The deadline for students 
who have received applications 
is Friday.Feb. 19. The 10 finalists 
will be interviewed April 10. The 
recipient of the award will then 
be announced at Beyond BG 
April 22. 
A Rising Star 
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BG  News Photo/JASON SUGGS 
Four-year-old Vanessa Stacey practices her Jump shot 
with the aid of her brother, Al, after Wednesday's game 
against Northern Illinois. 
' 
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Amyjo L. Brown 
Chief Reporter 
a   student   remembers 
As a college sludenl life is not so bad. You are young, you are 
healthy and you have finally separated from your parents. Life is 
pretty good! 
Sure you had a rough time a few weeks back, but your friends 
were there and they supported you. Life is so good. You blew off 
studying for this week's exam and went partying instead and still 
passed! Mmmm Good! 
Remember a few weeks back when you all got together and went 
down to OSU and had a blast. That was so much fun. Life is just so 
good! 
Ahhhh, you were downtown last night and met the neatest 
guy/gal, and the two of you are getting together this weekend. Life 
is great! Yes man, your life is good, but not everyone's life is as good 
as yours. 
Some of your classmates walk in pain and isolation. Some of 
your professors feel tired and thankless. Your parents feel used and 
neglected. Not everyone's life is good. For those of us whose life is 
good, we have a responsibility to help make good the lives of others 
around us. 
I believe it was Albert Schweitzer who said, "No one has the right 
to take for granted his own advantages over others, in health, in tal- 
ents, in ability, in success, in a happy childhood or congenial home 
conditions. One must pay a price for all these boons. What one owes 
in return is a special responsibility for other lives." 
We are responsible to help make good the lives of others. I hear 
you asking, "Where are you going with all this?" 
Douglas Ullman, psychology professor at BGSU for 27 years, 
died suddenly this week. I am a first year graduate student in clini- 
cal psychology and did not know Doug well. However, in a short 
time I have gotten to know Doug through the memories and stories 
of those who knew him well. Yes, life was good for Doug, but Doug 
made life good for countless others at BGSU and far beyond. Doug 
truly knew the meaning of a good life, family and service to others. 
Thank you Doug for the example you set, it lives on in all those 
whom you've touched, and serves as an inspiration for those of us 
who seek the good life. Rest comfortably in His arms Doug. 
John M. Wryobeck 
Graduate Student 
Department Of Psychology 
Letters to the Editor policy 
Do you agree with all of this? The BG News encourages all student, faculty, 
administrative and local input from any and all people who have a strong opin- 
ion. The BG News will not dlscrimminate upon letters solely based on a person's 
opinion. We offer two avenues to people wishing to express his or her opinion. 
■ Utters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than 500 words (less than two 
typed, double-spaced pages). These are usually In response to a current issue on 
the BGSU campus or Buwling Green area. 
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 600-800 words) can be submitted as 
Guest Columns. Guest columns will be subject to space limitations and consid- 
ered based on topic relevance and quality. 
Anonymous letters are not encouraged. The News will not print any letter or 
Guest column without being able to verify the author. This will be accomplished 
only If the author submits his or her name, academic major and year, phone 
number and/or e-mail address. The News will consider printing a letter or col- 
umn as anonymous only under specific situations in which the author may have 
valid reasons to remain anonymous. 
To submit a Guest Column or Letter, bring a written copy to 210 West Hall and 
leave It In the Opinion Editor's mailbox. Or. send it on e-mail to 
bgnewsas-bgnct.bgsu.edu and give it the subject, "Letter to the Editor'. 
Space limitations may prevent The News from printing all letters received. The 
News reserves the right to edit any and all letters. The Editorial Board acknowl- 
edges all entries submitted for publication. 
Copyright <& 1999, The BG News, Bowling Green, Ohio. Reprinting of any 
material from this publication without'prior permission of The BG News is 
prohibited. 
The BG News is an independent publication founded in 1920 and is pub- 
lished daily during the academic year and weekly during the summer semes- 
ter. 
Opinions expressed tn columns and letters to the editor are not necessarily 
those of the student body, faculty. University administration or The BG 
News. Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the Spring 1999 BG News staff 
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the paper of any errors in sto 
ries or photograph descriptions. 
Decisions made by the Editor-in-Chief and the Editorial Board are final. 
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Forbidden fruit tastes sweetest 
Did you ever notice how, 
when something is forbidden, 
the more people want it. Why is 
it so? Perhaps there is some psy- 
chological explanation for it, 
something to do with the 
deviant among us all. 1 don't 
know, but I do know this. 
The more that something is 
against the rules or forbidden, 
the more people want to do it. 
Take drinking for example, the 
mass number of people that 
drink underage find, not just the 
pleasure of drinking, but the joy 
of getting away with something 
illegal. 
Granted, this is not the main 
motivation but it adds to the 
perceived benefits. I know that 
when I turned 21, it lost the fla- 
vor so to say. 
Think about it, it makes sense. 
Things that we are told not to do 
have a tendency to be exactly 
what we want to do. In the days 
of high school, we were told 
about the evils associated with 
drinking, smoking, sex and 
everything else that we thought 
was good. This led us to desire 
these things, and boy did we 
desire them. We wanted them by 
the gross. 
Today's teens are being told 
not to smoke pot, snort cocaine 
and to practice safe sex, yet we 
are witnessing the highest num- 
ber of pot smokers and a large 
increase in the use of other drugs 
like cocaine, LCD, mushrooms, 
Special K and many others. Not 
to mention the increase in STD's 
and  teenage pregnancies. 
Don't miss my message, I'm 
not here to say that the teenagers 
today are bad, I am just provid- 
ing sound examples of the point 
that when something is forbid- 
den,  it  seems  people  want  it 
I wonder what would happen 
if other things were forbidden. 
Think about it, what if we out- 
lawed laughter? What if we gave 
out tickets every time you 
laughed and had laugh police 
patrolling the streets, maybe 
then people would laugh more. 
Scientific studies have shown 
that laughter increases the pro- 
duction of pleasure-creating 
substances in the brain. I am not 
going to go into the technical 
theories and explanation, but the 
simple truth is that laughter 
makes you feel better, so per- 
haps we should prohibit it. 
Imagine the consequences. 
There would be underground 
comedy hangouts, black market 
comedy movies, Adam Sandier 
and Seinfeld would become syn- 
omonous with Charles Manson. 
The world would be a serious 
place. 
What else would the world be 
better off prohibiting? Perhaps 
driving sober would work. You 
would  get pulled  over by (of 
course a drunk police officer) 
and given a ticket if you could 
not fail a sobriety test. 
Would that cause people to 
drive sober more often? Sounds 
corny, but then why do so many 
people drive drunk? Are not the 
laws set forth in our society for 
the good of the whole? Is not the 
reason that it is illegal to drink 
and drive is because of the seri- 
ous danger it puts people in? I 
sometimes question the choices 
that people make in our world. 
We live in a world with rules, 
we attend a University with 
rules, some of us live in a home 
with rules and some of us set 
rules for ourselves. These very 
rules, while we believe them to 
be for the better, can create a 
sense of daring adventure in 
breaking those rules. This is a 
human characteristic and some 
times people are unable to sup- 
press il. Can you? 
]ud Laipply is a columnist for 
The News. I If forbids that you e- 
mail him at judson'iibgnet bgsu.edu 
Professor Ullman will be missed 
Any man's death diminishes me, 
because I am involved in mankind; 
and therefore never send to know for 
whom the bell tolls; it tolls for thee. 
—John Donne 
I never knew Doug Ullman. I 
never talked to Ullman. I never 
had him for class. I probably 
wouldn't have recognized him if 
I saw him. 
But he knew me, probably 
more intimately than most oth- 
ers. Not because my reputation 
as a writer and reporter preced- 
ed me. Not because of my dili- 
gence as a student. Not because 
of any of my achievements in the 
nearly four years I've been here. 
Doug Ullman knew me 
because he had to. As the super- 
visor of the Psychological Ser- 
vices Center, he reviewed ses- 
sions of therapists there, includ- 
ing mine. 
For a little more than a year, I 
have partaken of the PSC's ser- 
vices. 
In high school, I felt the 
detachment, loneliness and self- 
loathing all too common in an 
environment that emphasizes 
rigid adherence to a social code 
in the hopes of fitting in. 
I chalked it up to the changing 
hormonal balances and all that 
fun biochemical stuff that goes 
along with puberty, and moved 
on to college in the fall of 1995. 
Things didn't  get  better.   It 
was during my freshman year 
that things seemingly reached 
their worst. The sudden death of 
my grandfather, lost love and the 
terror and loneliness that goes 
with being in a new, unfamiliar 
place all conspired to make life 
almost unbearable. 
My sophomore year offered 
some respite from these feelings, 
as I was too busy to let them 
overtake me. I also found some 
balm in Gilead with a chemical- 
ly-induced happiness. It's hard 
to get depressed when you're 
drunk. You can also fall asleep 
more readily without being 
plagued by your demons. 
In case 1 couldn't sleep per- 
chance to dream, I had another 
option: at the end of my fresh- 
man year, I had my wisdom 
teeth removed. To deal with the 
pain and swelling, I was given 
Demerol. I still had 900 mil- 
ligrams left, more than enough 
to go gently into that good night. 
I  never tried  to kill myself, 
because I believe suicide is like 
marriage; if you do it, do it once, 
and do it right. But 1 certainly 
considered the idea more than is 
healthy to do so. 
By my junior year, my depres- 
sion caused me to commit an 
unpardonable sin: my produc- 
tivity was slipping. I was losing 
my discipline. Over winter 
break, a seemingly idyllic time, I 
felt miserable and alone. 
On the first day of classes in 
1998,1 called the PSC. After what 
seemed like the most agonizing 
three weeks of my life, I had an 
appointment. 
As director of the PSC, Doug 
Ullman reviewed every session I 
had with my therapist. Although 
he had served as director since 
1997, he had a lot to do with the 
PSC before that. 
"Doug helped shape the 
PSC," said psychology depart- 
ment chairman Bill Balzer. 
And he continued to do so up 
until his death. Balzer said he 
was supposed to meet with Ull- 
man Tuesday, the day after his 
untimely death, to discuss a new 
design for the PSC after the psy- 
chology department moves back 
into its building. 
Before Monday, Doug Ullman 
was just a name on a door to me. 
In my own myopia, I just didn't 
realize how his role in my exis- 
tence mattered. 
And now they are planning a 
memorial service for him at St. 
Tom's. If I had done something 
rash in my darker days, they 
could have just as easily planned 
a memorial service for me. 
Doug Ullman's memorial 
should be the Psychological Ser- 
vices Center. Everyone who 
passes through those swinging 
doors on the second floor of 
Conklin, and has passed and will 
pass through that wing of the 
Psychology Building should 
think about him and remember 
him. 
I'd like to tell you everything 
is going just great for me now. 
For the most part, that's true. I 
will graduate in May and go to 
Virginia for a fairly big intern- 
ship. A friend told me I made 
college look easy. He never knew 
what went on behind closed 
doors. 
Or what goes on behind 
closed doors. I still have my dark 
days, but they are fewer and far- 
ther between. I don't have the 
Demerol anymore. 
My story is not extraordinary 
or uncommon. I'm just a face in 
the crowd who was helped by 
Doug Ullman and the Psycho- 
logical Services Center. 
"He touched us all," Balzer 
said. 
Including me. 
Vince Guerrieri is the wire editor 
for The News. He can be reached at 
gvince® bgnet.bgsu.edu. 
Letter to the Editor: what are 'community standards?' 
In Monday's edition of The 
BG News, Brian Taylor once 
again addressed the porn issue 
here in Wood County. He also 
made a call to the students to 
take action and prove that they 
cared about something. That is 
what I intend to do. 
In his article, Taylor raised 
several important issues that the 
community should want to find 
answers to, but he never touched 
upon a topic I feel the need to 
explore. What are "community 
standards?" What does it mean? 
Well, my response to that is 
that it means authorized dis- 
crimination. I will acknowledge 
that a small portion of the porn 
that was removed may, in fact, 
be of the nature that the majority 
of the community would find to 
be obscene, but that is not really 
the point. 
Community standards simply 
supply the majority with a way 
to suppress the rights of the 
minority. I was under the 
impression that in this country, 
the rights of the minority were 
protected from infringements 
made upon them by the majori- 
>y- 
This also comes from the 
assumption that the minority I 
speak of is actually a minority. 
Perhaps a silent majority has had 
its rights infringed upon by a 
vocal minority. I was under the 
impression that that wasn't 
allowed either. This country was 
founded with the belief that the 
majority doesn't always know 
what is right, and that the major- 
ity has no right to take from a 
minority the rights that it has. 
Doesn't this seem a bit counter 
to the ideas of community stan- 
dards? 
I personally don't feel any 
real drive to watch pom. I doubt 
that most people do. Does this 
mean that those who do should 
not be allowed? If someone finds 
porn offensive, can't they just 
choose not to view it? I don't 
recall any cases of anyone being 
forced to watch porn against 
their will. In my few experiences 
with pom, I have found that it 
tends to inspire more laughter 
than lust, simply because of the 
pointless nature of the sexual 
activity taking place. 
In conclusion, I will say that I 
am not a proponent of pom, or 
really even a supporter of porn, 
but that doesn't mean that I 
shouldn't have the right to view 
it if I should so choose. This is 
about censorship and liberties, 
and I join Mr. Taylor in challeng- 
ing the students of BGSU to 
speak up and make their voices 
heard on this issue. I think we 
will find that perhaps the com- 
munity standards are not what 
Wood County Prosecutor Alan 
Mayberry claims they are. This is 
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-No, but here I'm talking about the biggies. Ir 
particular, William Wordsworth and Samuel 
Taylor Coleridge. 
They sound slightly familiar. 
-Together   they   published   "Lyrical  Ballads." 
, „ Poetry has never been the same. 
Want to pass os on expert' stott here. 
ProceeddirectlytojailDonotpossQO.And     j^is  Coleridge  guy  ...  wasn't  he  a 
check  out   the   original  Pass   Notes   at      junkie' 
www guardian co.uk 
PaSS Notes #3 -He dd hke his opium The story goes like this: 
he got bombed out of his rrund, then took a 
Romantic   Poetry nap.    When he woke up. he wrote about his 
dream. The result was "Kuala Khan." 
Roses are red, violets are blue. 
Then what? 
- Not that kind of Romantic Poetry, silly. 
-Somebody knocked at the door.   After he'd 
answered it. he had forgotten the rest of the 





-A movement. A Zeitgeist. A ...jenesais quo 
Please be more specific. 
-Let me bond with nature first. 
Are you quite done yet? 
-Okay, A bunch of poets got together around 
the turn of the century.   1800,1 mean. 
And they just decided to be roman- 
tic?    What is the big deal in that? 
-Not like you're thinking. Basically, they creat- 
ed a new form of poetry. You see, before it 
was all pretty formal highbrow stuff. These 
guys tried to talk to the people, not just the 
academics. 
They weren't alt guys, were they? 
Just think if he had finished it. But 
heard       something       about        this 
Wordsworth guy.   He married his sis- 
ter? 
-Hey. that was never quite proven. Both of our 
bards d»d have a fair amount of stnfe in their 
personal lives, though. 
Last  words? 
-They belong to Wordsworth: 
I have learned 
To look on nature, not as m the hour 
Of thoughtless youth; but hearing often times 
The still, sad music of humanity ...  
manumit 
• /MAN-yuh-mitt/ • 
(verb) to free from slavery 
Ex*mpl«:    t:;tcban   chose   to   writi 
his  comic   book   about    i :;•■ 
the   manumit tance   of    the    Lndi 
of   Central    and   south   MMrlca    I 
Spanish   rule. 
Manumit      comes       from      Che       Lat in 
"manus,"    meaning    hand. 
which   means    to    let   go   or 
send.    Manumit    is    both    an 




UNABLE TO SWIM. 
THEY CAN T 
COUGH. EITHER. 
PEOPLE 
on the street 






"Definitely' I think that 
the tall semester is 
much too long and 
most students ate very 
burned out by the end 
ol the semester The 
break would do every- 




"I don't deserve 
one because I'm 
naughty ." 
Ashley D. Elder 
Sophomore 
Sec. Soc. Studies Ed. 
"Fall Break? I can 
only say yes." 
Matt Armitage jaSon D. Miller 
Sophomore Sophomore 
Telecommunications Hosp. Management 
"I don't know, but I'm "More breaks? That 
keeping it real." means less calculus. 
Surer 
• People on the slreel is intended as an unscientific sample ot the student population. Anyone 
desperately hoping to be In mis feature may find it profitable to bang around the student union 





Valentine's Day Raffle 
Sponsored by the American 
Marketing Association to raise 
funds for an upcoming trip. BA 
Building. 
4 p.m. 
"Sandwich" Women: Caring 
for Aging Parents 
Session 2: "The Dilemmas of 
Dependence." What special issues 
are involved as aging parents 
become increasingly dependent 
on their adulf children, and less 
able to willing to make 
autonomous decisions9 And what 
is that experience like from the per- 
spective of the aging parents 
themselves0 Access the Women's 
Center webpage for more informa- 
tion about session 3 107 Hanna 
Hall. 
4 - 5:30 p.m. 
Education Abroad 
Information Session 
Call the Education Abroad Office 
at 419/372-0309 for details. 1103 
Offenhauer West. 
4 p.m. 
"Rome Open City" 
Film direcied by Roberto Rossellmi. 
Gish Film Theater. Hanna Hall. 
7 p.m. 
Women's Basketball at Kent 
The Falcons head cross-state to 
take on the 1997-98 MAC champi- 
onship squad. Kent, Ohio 
7:30 p.m. 
Fiction and Poetry Reading 
by Rachael Perry and Karen 
Craigo 
Fiction writer Rachael Perry and 
poet Karen Craigo will read from 
their work Sponsored by the MFA 
Reading Series and BGSU Creative 




Being Black at a Predominantly 
White University For more informa- 
tion contact the Board of Black 
Cultural Activities or 




Directed by Andrzej Wajda, 
Poland. Starring Gerard Depardieu 
as Danton and Wojciech Pszomak 
as Robespierre. Danton, confident 
of his popular support, challenges 
Robespierre, the architect of terror. 
(1982, 136 min) English subtitles. 
Gish Film Theater, Hanna Hall 
WEATHER 
TODAY 
Mostly  Cloudy. 
HIGH: 39 LOW: 33 
FRIDAY 
Mostly Cloudy. 
HIGH: 44 LOW: 22 
price and stern's 
MONSTER MAD LIBS 
WHY YOU SHOULD GO TO COLLEGE 
Our American universities offer students many [adj] courses that will pre- 
pare them to become good [pi. noun]. You can get a degree as a bach- 
elor of  [pi   noun] or take a regular liberal [pi   nounj 
course. Or, if you want to become a/an  
[adj.] mathematics and differential 
[adj.] engineer, you can study 
  [pi. noun]. Then 
after _ [number] years, if you want to continue your studies, you can write a/an 
 [noun] and become Doctor of [pi. noun). When 
you get out into the world, if you have a diploma from a university, you will be able to 
get a job as a/an [occupation]. If you don't have a diploma, you 
will have to take a job as a/an [occupation]. So it's important that 
you  study  hard  in  high school so you  will do well  on your college entrance 





1 Rainbow shape 
4 Eve's youngest 
8 Exploded 
14 Lion's name 
15 Beginner 
16 River gorge 





23 Answer to "Shall 
we?" 
24 Fired day 
25 Authorize 
27 Estrada of 
"CHiPs" 
28 Virulence 
33 Hardy heroine 
35 Shift worker's 
shift 
36 _ dlsere, 
France 
37 Slur over 
39 Want _ 
40 Church 
congregation 
42 Ok) card game 
43 Dice loss 
45 Potential plant 
46 Generous 
49 Fie a bookworm 
52 Capital ot 
Norway 
53 Corrode 
55 Common ailment 
58 Nova Scotia 
island 
60 Lake near Utica 
62 Unemployed 
63 Lodging house 
64 Word with ball or 
fodder 
65 Endeavor to 
obtain 
66 High card 
67 Starts 
68 Stales further 




2 Parent, e.g. 
3 Penitence 
4 Banjo boat 
5 Sleeper's covers, 
of a sort 
6 Stupefied state 
7 Empty space 
8 Energetically 
9 Research rm. 







22 Fountain orders 
26 Audience divider 
29 Muddle 
30 Offering proof 
31 Fri. (dower 
32 Crafty 
34 Feudal lord's 
peons 
37 Shade tree 
38 Rawls or Reed 
39 Aluminum 
company 
41 Eagle's home 
44 Containers with 
spouts 
45 Like sheltered 
horses 
47 Thyroid treatmenl 
48 Required 
50 Immediately 
51 Put on 
54 "Enterprise- 
travels 
55 Designer Chanel 
56 SonofJudah 
57 Telescope part 
59 City on the Amo 
61 Period 
1 y • 1 ; 
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(or the answers, look on the 
web www ognews com 
PAGE THREE of The BG NEWS Is intended as a 
source of non-vital information as well as a 
reprieve from stressful and/or boring daily minuti- 
ae. The material herein has been composed metic- 
ulously using various means to provide today's 
most meaningful and fulfilling nonsense All words 
transcribed here are real; names have been 
changed to protect the innocent and the unwitting. 
Complaints, comments, ideas, materials, monetary 
gifts, submissions, and other sorts of contributions 
gladly accepted; please deposit in 210 WEST HALL 
in hard copy or Macintosh disk form or email to 
Mary Beth Murtha at marym@bgnet.bgsu edu. I'll 
probably look at it Those whose material is worthy 
will get to see it in print. Such reward 
TV GUIDE SECTION 
THURSDAY FEBRUARY 4,1999 
I    6:00    I    6:30     I    7:00    I    7:30    I    8:00    I    8:30         9:00         9:30         10:00   1    10:30   1   11:00   1    11:30 
BROADCAST   STATIONS 
(11 News 1 CBS News Wheel-Fortune Jeopardy
1 I Diagnosis Murder (In Stereo) 3 Turks Hearts ol Fire (In Stereo)   [48 Hours (In Stereo) I News X Late Show 31 
ffl IMS ABC Wld News Ent. Tonight Hollywood Sq. Vengeance Unlimited "Critical X Movie: "rVerron»"(i999. Drama) Scott Bakula. Joanna Gong X 
NewsS Nighlline X 
ft) NMl.i NBC News Grace Under Frasier X Friends X        [Jesse (In Stereo) Frasier X.        [Veronica's Cl. ER Choosing Joi (In Stereo) X News I Tonight Show 
fB Computr Chro. Business Rpt. Newshour With J m Lehrer I Ballykissangel Mystery! "Heat ol the Sun" X Saltimbanco - Cirque du Soieil Charlie Rose ,ln Stereo) X 
fpt Newshout With J m Lehrer S. Arthur X Book ol Virtues This Old House [Yankee Shop Mystery! "Heal ol the Sun X Signature: George C. Wolle (R) X Waiting tor God 
Charlie Rose « 
S3 Home Improve. [Mad About You Seinfeld K Friends X Robbie Knievel Building Jump Most Shocking Moments NewsX           [NewsradioX Simpsons ■ Jerry Springer 
ffi ■: A Showbiz Collection Pocket Watches Pocket watches 
OS Simpsons.it.     [Simpsons 11.     [Friends X        [Frasier X Movie: "floors* The A*ens Arrac*'(l999) Steven Frynn. Brew Suit X [News              [Sports TV Dei. Friends X        [Frasier I 
CABLE   STATIONS 
AMC Movie:**'* %ino% el AtSmMrn"(lS77i Dta^al George C Scott Movie: • *** ■Genr/erranSAp-eernenr* (1947, D'amal Gregory Peck 
Movie: «*t* Pafron"(t970. BKjgiaphy) GeorgeC Scott. Kart Maiden. 
COM Saturday Night Uve X Daily Show (P.   [Stem's Money Movie: »t* 
,/fieconciij0i,eD"e'e'i:es"|t9841 Comedy) Ryan O'Neal Comedy Showcase Daily Show         Stein's Money 
DISC New House        [Fil-lt-Line (R) Who's Alraid ol . Bears |R) Inside the Secret Service (R)       [Coma - The Silent Epidemic (R) 
Into the Unknown ;Ri inside the Secret Service (R) 
ENC Movie: »*': 'Somewhere»l Time (1990. Fartasyl Christopher Reeve Movie: *»*'> 'Afss<no;"(1982. Drama) Jack Lemmon. Sissy Spacek. X 
Movie: •« last Man sranoina"09 6. Drama) Brxe Wins. X 
ESPN Up Close Sportscenler College Basketball Kentucky al Florida (L«l                               [College Basketball Memphis at LousvM  -.:                               [Sportscenterx 
FAM NewAddams Show-Funny      [Show-Funny New Addams Ule, Camera     [Lite, Camera 
Movie:ttt "tC's;./l'W■:.M, (1995 Comedy)AlbetBrooks 700 Club 
HBO Movie: «t'j Potm Hood Men m Tights'(1993) Cary E'wes. PGI3' M. Real Sports IR) (In Stereo) X Movie: •• "Sniper"(1993. Drama) Tom Berenger (In Siereo) R X 
Inside the NFL (In. Siereo) X 
HIST Beyond the Wild Blue 20th CeYrrury firestorm
1' (R) Man in the Iron Mask [H) K Great Empire: Rome: Legacy Modern Marvels R Trains Unlimited The loccmotMe 
MTV Countdown Celebrity Death Celebrity Death [Celebrity Death Celebrity Death [Celebrity Oealh Celebrity Death [Celebrity Dth 
Celebrity Death [Celebrity Death Loveline (In Stereo) 
SC Last Word Sports News College Basketball Xavic ai St Joseph's (Live) College Basketball Dayton at Teirple. (Live) College Basketball 
SCIFI Quantum Leap (In Stereo) X Amazing Stories [Star Trek "The Alternative Factor' X Highlander: The Series (In Stereo) Friday the 13th The Series X 
Twilight Zone X Star Trek 11 
ILC Home Again (Ft) [Home Again :P 4« Hours "Hospital (R| Medical Delect  [Without Warn. What Happened? Strange Science: Unusual People 
Medical Deled Without Warn. 
TNT Due South "Slarman (In Stereo) ER "The Birthday Party' (In Stereo) Movie: ««'; 'Hang EmHifjh' ,1968 Western) Clmi Eastwood. Inger Stevens. Ed Begley. 
Movie: »•• 'tcooari's 8,'uir (1968) Clnl Eastwood 
TOON Batman: Series [Scooby Doo Animaniacs      [Oeiter's Lab Johnny Bravo    [Cow 1 Chicken Bugs* Dally    [Tom and Jerry  [FlintstonesX Scooby Doo 
Johnny Bravo    [Cow* Chicken 
USA Hercules: Legendary Jmys. Nena: Warrior Princess (In Stereo) Walker, Texas Ranger (In Stereo) Movie: ••« "Sac* to Pn Future Pan//" (1989, Fantasy) Michael J Fo< 
New York Undercover (In Siereo) 
VH1 4O/40: 40 Years ol the Top 40 |R) Legends "Tina Turner' (In Stereo) Behind the Music |R) (In Stereo) Behind the Music "Seiena |R|     [Behind the Music Carpenters (R) 
CarpentrsBBC  [Pop-UpVideo 
Sign up on-line today at 
www, dacor. net 
DACOR Internet: $11.95 a month 
BGNet Internet: $12.95 a month 
It's your money ... 
DACOR COMPUTE* SYSTEMS 
519 W Wooster St, Bowling Green 
352 3568   www dacor net 
Serving the world from Bowling Green since 1975. 
J 
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Eye on ^^ recruiting booth torn dow 
news 
ompiled from staff and wire reports 
I TAINTED MEAT I 
Ohioans getting sick from tainted meat 
COLUMBUS — The number of people sickened by tainted meat 
could continue to grow, despite a recall, the Ohio Department of 
Health said. 
"We are still very concerned," spokesman Randy Hertzer said. 
"There is still a strong possibility that these products are out there in 
people's refrigerators and freezers." 
There have been 23 confirmed cases of listeriosis in Ohio, includ- 
ing two fetal and four adult deaths, the agency said. Ohio counties 
affected are Franklin, Cuyahoga, Hamilton, Lorain, Lucas, Madison, 
Mahoning, Montgomery, Ross, Tuscarawas and Wood. 
The federal Centers for Disease Control said the illnesses began 
between Aug. 2 and Dec. 13. It has affected people in 17 stales. 
The CDC traced the listeria to hot dogs and deli meat handled at 
a plant in Zeeland, Mich. On Dec. 22, Bil Mar Foods recalled specif- 
ic meal products. Bil Mar is a subsidiary of Sara Lee, which recalled 
several other brands in December as well. 
Listeria has been found in a number of raw foods, including 
meats and vegetables, as well as in processed foods that later become 
contaminated. These include soft cheeses and deli meats. 
■ BOOK w^m—mmmmmmmmmmmmm 
Glenn signs book deal 
WASHINGTON— America's most famous astronaut will be writ- 
ing a memoir about his experiences in space, Congress and how he 
got there. 
John Glenn, the retired U.S. senator from New Concord, Ohio, has 
signed a deal with Bantam Books to tell the story of his life, the pub- 
lisher announced today. 
The book will cover his four terms in the Senate, his two space 
flights and his long marriage to his childhood sweetheart, Annie. It 
will be written with Nick Taylor, a journalist and nonfiction author, 
and will be handled by the Beverly Lewis, who previously edited the 
autobiography of Norman Schwarzkopf, the publisher said. 
Glenn, 77, the first American to orbit the Earth back in 1962, 
returned to space last October aboard the shuttle Discovery. In the 
months leading up to his flight as the oldest person ever in space, 
Glenn received numerous offers to write his memoir, so many that he 
hired a literary agent to field the calls. 
Glenn, who retired from the Senate last month, will write the book 
with nonfiction author Nick Taylor. 
■ CRisiswmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 
AIDS to claim 200 lives a day in Zimbabwe 
HARARE, Zimbabwe — The deadly AIDS pandemic is expected 
to kill about 70,000 Zimbabweans this year — nearly 200 people a 
day, the head of the nation's AIDS prevention program said Wednes- 
day. 
Dr. Evaristo Marowa blamed the spiraling death toll on the con- 
tinuing refusal of young, sexually active adults to use protective 
measures. 
"The crisis continues to deepen with little or no sign of behavioral 
changes in the young and economically active age groups," he said. 
By the end of 1999, Zimbabwe's death toll from AIDS-related ill- 
ness since 1985, when the first AIDS case was reported, is expected to 
reach 400,000, said Marowa. 
•The Associated Press 
NEW YORK — For 50 years it 
sat at the Crossroads of the 
World, a squat steel-and-glass 
box where military recruiters 
enlisted generations of young 
men and women into service. 
On Wednesday, the old Armed 
Forces Recruiting Center was 
dismantled to make way for a 
high-tech version more in tune 
with the glitzy makeover of 
Times Square. 
Before it closed in July, the 
cramped booth set national 
records for enlistments, some 
10,000 a year, even though its 
recruiters rejected nine out of 10 
applicants for age, medical prob- 
lems or other reasons. 
But neither pedestrians nor 
motorists whizzing past the traf- 
fic island at Broadway and 43rd 
Street appeared to notice that 
another bit of Gotham history 
was being carted off for good. 
"Given the unique history of 
the recruiting center, we asked 
the Smithsonian Institution and 
some other museums if they had 
any interest," said Peter Shugert, 
spokesman for the Army Corps 
of Engineers. "There were no tak- 
ers." 
Built in 1950, the recruiting 
center was located in the shadow 
of the building where the ball 
drops on New Year's Eve and 
looked like a prop left behind by 
a UFO-movie crew. 
Hundreds of thousands of 
men and women signed up for 
duty over the past hall-century, 
many no doubt lulled by por- 
trayals of military life that may 
have been  a  little  more glam- 
Associated Press Photo 
The U.S. armed forces recruiting center building in Times Square, NY is shown in a June 15, 1955 
file photo. After nearly 50 years at the Crossroads of the World, the old Armed Forces Recruiting 
Center was dismantled Wednesday, Feb. 3, 1999. 
orous than reality. 
The center's location made il a 
favorite site for anti-war demon- 
strations during the Vietnam War 
and again during the Gulf War. 
More recently, it was targeted by 
protesters of the Clinton Admin- 
istration's "don't ask, don't tell" 
policy regarding gays in the mil- 
itary. 
With no one marching or play- 
ing "Taps," it fell to civilian hard- 
hats Don Braun and David 
Poniros to lower the Stars and 
Stripes on Wednesday and fold it 
into a neat triangle. 
Braun, the project manager for 
the Corps of Engineers, said he 
remembered the procedure from 
when his father, a World War II 
veteran of the Na\ \ Seabees, was 
buried. 
The center's replacement, slat- 
ed to open in June, is a SI.5 mil- 
lion building with two 35-fooJ 
American   flags   in   neon   lights 
covering the outside walls. Nine 
video screens will displaj 
recruiting messages and infor- 
mation. 
And the old center'' A couple 
of the lighted signs were careful- 
ly salvaged by the workers. Most 
ol the steel and other materials' 
were headed for storage in New 
Jersey. 
Insurance company looks at minority problem 
The Associated Press 
CINCINNATI - A health 
insurance company criticized 
last year for not doing enough to 
include minority doctors in its 
physician networks for man- 
aged-care plans said Wednesday 
it will address the problem. 
Anthem Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield said it will pursue oppor- 
tunities to add minority physi- 
cians to its approved networks of 
doctors, in recognition that 
blacks and other minority 
patients in managed-care plans 
want access to network physi- 
cians of their ethnic back- 
grounds. 
Anthem also said it would 
support efforts to recruit and 
retain black physicians for the 
Cincinnati area. 
In October, a Cincinnati-area 
organization of black physicians 
publicly complained that black 
doctors and their patients are 
being cut out of managed-care 
health networks because of the 
way those plans do business. 
Racial diversity is just as impor- 
tant as geographic access, said 
Dr. Camille Graham, a pediatri- 
cian and immediate past presi- 
dent of the Cincinnati Medical 
Association. 
Her organization did not 
accuse health plans of outright 
racism. Instead, it said that most 
health plans are not being sensi- 
tive enough to black patients 
who often prefer to see black 
doctors. 
Ms. Graham, who served on a 
task force Anthem created to rec- 
ommend solutions, said Wednes- 
day she welcomes the company's 
proposals. 
"I definitely think it's a step in 
the right direction," she said. 
"But it's still going to lake a < oin- 
munily-wide effort." 
About 2 percent ol the 4,500 
doctors in the Cincinnati area are 
black,   slightly   less   than   the 
national average ol 3 percent. 
Anthem officials said they 
now plan to identify the current 
makeup 01 the company's physi- 
cian networks by gender, race 
and language and, if the doctors 
are willing, will make that infor- 
mation available to health care 
customers. 
TOUR GUIDE FOR A DAY !!!! 
Show your BG spirit and give a tour of our campus on 
President's Day, February 15th!  Volunteers are needed to 
give a one hour tour of the campus. 
If you are interested, 
come to one of the two 
training sessions on .I'ir 
Monday February 8th or   yj^^ 
Tuesday, February 9th in   V^f 
103 Olscamp from 9-10   TF? 
p.m. Any questions, call    £JL-. 
372-9866. 
'_ 
Howards Club B 
■   ■ flton-Jot H 7:JO am 
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Pool • Video Games • Pinball 
AOn <ind KA 
3 on 3 
Basketball Tournament 
When: February 7th from 1-1 prn. 
Where: The Rcc. Center 
Why: to support our charities and play against 
the best bailers in BG! 
Only 5$ per person with men's and women's 
divisions! Look for us In front of the 
Education huilrling to sign up! 
«fel 
NORTHWESTERN COLLEGE OF CHIROPRACTIC can provide you with an 
education uniquely focused on the 21st century. Just ask our 3,000 ahunnl. They are 
practicing from America to Zimbabwe, as solo practitioners and In Interdisciplinary 
settings. They know that our FOCUS ON EXCELLENCE has earned us an Interna- 
tional reputation as a pioneer In chiropractic education, patient care and scientific 
research. Northwestern Is a single-purpose, limited enrollment, private Institution 
featuring a well-rounded. RIGOROUS EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM integrating the 
basic and clinical sciences, diagnosis. X-ray, chiropractic therapeutics, wellness care 
and practice management. Our pioneering clinical internship programs, interdiscipli- 
nary study opportunities and a state-of-the art student clinic provide our graduates 
with an UNPARALLELED CLINICAL FOUNDATION. Add our Career Services 
Center, where we assist our graduates In Job placement, and you can understand why 
our graduates have such a high satisfaction level with their careers. For a personal visit 
or more detailed information, call a Northweitem admissions counselor at 




Time is Running Out On Columbia Courts... 
•A/C 
• Newly remodled with 
fire places available 
• 4 or 5 person 
• Starting at $775.00 
...Get Them 
While They Last! 
Checkout our Website for a 
complete listing of all our 
properties. 
www. wenet. org/~gbrental GREENBRIAR, INC. 
224 E. Wooster 
352-0717 
/ 
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The Associated Press 
MOSCOW — Russi.1 needs up 
.o $3 billion lo tackle the Year 
(2000 computer glitch — six times 
the original estimate — a lop 
official announced Wednesday 
as he appealed to the United 
(States and NATO to help fix 
omputers that control Russia's 
nuclear weapons. 
While many countries have 
been working on the so-called 
Y2K "millennium bug" problem 
for years, some key players, 
including Russia and China, 
have been slower lo address it. 
Last month, U.S. Deputy 
I Vlense Secretary John Ham re 
acknowledged "some nervous- 
ness'" in Washington about 
potential computer problems in 
Russia. "They don't seem to have 
the same level ol urgency that we 
have had over it," he said. 
The man leading Russia's 
efforts to Solve the Y2K problem 
finally responded Wednesday by 
asking NATO and the U.S. 
I 'fense Department (or advice 
- and money. 
Russia wants all sides to 
peak the same language," 
Mexander Krupnov, chairman of 
lie Central Telecommunications 
( ommission, said Wednesday. 
We're in a critical situation in 
several areas" — including the 
I viense Ministry. 
The problem arises because 
early programmers trying to 
save  memory  space   used   only 
Iwo digits to identify the year — 
meaning   that   2000   looks   the 
same as 1900, throwing off calcu- 
lations involving dates. 
Russia has already agreed to 
let NATO experts investigate the 
potential danger to Russian 
weapons systems. While an 
errant missile launch brought on 
by a computer clock failure 
would be highly unlikely, com- 
puter snags could sabotage radar 
and telecommunications net- 
works that are the backbone for 
Russia's system to detect foreign 
launches. 
Radar screens could go blank, 
and the bug could throw certain 
nuclear systems into a lest pal- 
tern, which is apparently diffi- 
cult to slop, making the comput- 
er system inaccessible. 
"It's not thai nuclear missiles 
are going lo pop off out of silos," 
said Paul Beaver, an analyst with 
lane's Information Group in Lon- 
don. 
U.S. defense agencies want to 
place American officers in Russ- 
ian nuclear control rooms and 
Russian officers in American 
control rooms to monitor the 
changeover, Beaver said. 
Bui Russian defense officials 
have been stubbornly silent. 
The cost of tackling the prob- 
lem is staggering, especially lor 
Russia, overwhelmed by mount- 
ing debts. 
The latest estimate is S3 bil- 
lion, Krupnov said Wednesday. 
That's in a country so broke that 
this year's drall budget foresees 
jUSt S21 billion in revenues — 
none ol which is earmarked for 
the Y2K problem. 
Krupnov said it was up lo 
government agencies, including 
those that control military bases, 
air traffic and oil pipelines, lo 
come up with their own cash. 
Weapons aren't the only dan- 
ger. 
"The nuclear plants won't be 
able to get accurate temperature 
information, and you could have 
another Chernobyl," Beaver said, 
referring to the world's worst 
nuclear accident, at a Soviet 
plant in 1986. "And thai would 
not just affect Russia." 
Meanwhile, in China, a survey 
of the country's most crucial 
enterprises showed thai more 
than half didn't even know how 
lo detect the computer glitch in 
Iheir systems, the official Beijing 
Morning Post reported Wednes- 
day. 
Chinese officials doubt gov- 
ernment ministries can meet an 
October deadline for fixing their 
systems. Little assistance is being 
provided to agencies and enter- 
prises  outside  crucial   finance. 
aviation,     telecommunications 
and transport sectors 
Still, many analysis say Russia 
and China have less to worry 
about than countries like the 
United Stales, because they have 
far fewer computers and a lower 
overall level of technology. 
Krupnov insisted that his 
commission was doing every- 
thing il could. 
"Who knows if the country 
will be ready," he said. "I caul 
give any guarantees." 
U.S., Britain nationals leave Iraq 
The Associated Press 
UNITbD NATIONS - The 
U.N. security duel ordered the 
last remaining American and 
British nationals working lor the 
United   Nations   to   leave   Iraq 
because the Iraqi government 
says il cannot guarantee their 
safety, officials said today. 
U.N.  spokesman   Fred   Eck- 
'd said the order only involves 
i Americans because all other 
ericans and all Britons work- 
lor the United Nations have 
.   eady left Iraq. 
In Washington, State Depart- 
ment spokesman James P. Rubin 
said the reason for the U.N. 
order was over security guaran- 
tees and "not some new prob- 
lem." 
While I louse spokesman Joe 
Lockhart said the Clinton 
administration understood that 
the concerns about the safety of 
U.N. workers were raised by an 
unspecified   threat   from   "the 
Iraqis on the ground." 
Lockharl said the evacuation 
wasn't linked to any impending 
lack on Iraq, which was struck 
U.S. and British warplanes on 
.•c. 16-19, and that there were 
■ nlv   a   handful   of   American 
humanitarian workers left in 
Iraq. 
Prior lo the airstrikes, there 
were 12-1^ American and British 
nationals among the 400 U.N. 
employees in Iraq. Many ol the 
Americans and Britons were 
scheduled   to  take   vacation   in 
I December and lanuary and did 
nol return lo Baghdad, U.N. offi- 
cials said. 
The Iwo Americans still in 
Baghdad arc Darlene Bisson, 
deputy director of the World 
Food Program, and the secretary 
to Prakash Shah, Secretary-Gen- 
eral Kofi Annan's special repre- 
sentative to Iraq. Her name was 
not immediately available. 
In Britain, a Foreign Office 
spokesman said the United 
Nations had been "left with little 
choice." 
The spokesman, speaking on 
terms of customary anonymity, 
said while "we fully understand 
that the reasons they had done 
this is to ensure the safety of 
those involved ... it is absurd lor 
the (Iraqi) government lo claim it 
can't protect a lew individuals." 
Eckhard said U.N. security 
chief Benon Sevan made the 
evacuation decision following a 
series ol exchanges with the Iraqi 
leadership. 
"The specific threats were lo 
these two nationalities so it was 
the security coordinator's call," 
Eckhard said. 
I le said the Iraqi government 
sent a letter to the United 
Nations on Jan. 4 saving it was 
unable to ensure tin1 security of 
American and British nationals 
serving with the United Nations 
in Iraq. 
The letter followed U.S. and 
British airstrikes againsl Iraq 
after the U.N. Special C ommis- 
sion charged with disarming 
Iraq reported that Baghdad had 
failed to cooperate fully with 
U.N. weapons inspectors. 
Today's announcement came 
after Iraq, apparently concerned 
at the almost daily pounding its 
air defenses have taken from 
U.S. warplanes in recent weeks, 
moved some missile launchers 
from the "no-fly" /ones in north- 
ern and southern Iraq to central 
Iraq, where they pose less ol a 
threat to allied pilots, officials in 
Washington said. 
Washington launched its open 
effort to remove Iraqi leader Sad- 
dam Hussein from power al a 
time when Iraq shut the door on 
U.N. eltorls to disarm it ol 
weapons of mass destruction. 
front   and   Center 
with Tami & Jeremy 
The  Official  DATING GAME  fntry  form 
Feel in' Lucky? 
Need a Valentine's Date? 
We'll hook you up!!! 
Live at BW-3 on WBGU 88.1 
Tuesday, Feb. 9th 
from 5-6 p.m. 
Drop forms off at 120 West Hall by 5 p.m. Sunday, Feb. 7th. 
NAME ,  
'AGE  
PHONE ,  
E-MAIL  
B&B 
Truck and Auto Repair 
10% Discount 
wf Student ID 
• Oil Change  $19.99* 
"most vehicles 
• Low Shop Rates 
• Engine Service 
• Transmission Work 
• Brakes 
13040 Bishop Rd 
Bowling Green, OH 
353-2526 
Free Towing if we 











with special guest 
Lyrical Myrical 





from:                                       1JV     _Unflr*> 
Digital frojMM Imagery   l '  i 
I 2726 Monroe Si • Toledo    ' Ju*< bring us your 
(419)248-2405      pnolo (no nogauvc* ttomtM 
and pick Irom 
4 different designs 
• We'll call you when 
it's done in 1-2 days 
1-800-227-2405 
www.gledpi com 
ITS THAT EASY! 
Mounting ana framing 
also available 
Fra 
Apartment living NOT 
what you expected? 
• Summer 1999 and Fall 1999 Leasing! 
• Summer leases starting at 6 weeks 
• no rent payments during school breaks 
• semester leases 
• close to campus 
• on-site laundry facility 
• $850/semester 
• includes heat, electric, cable 
Call Sara and Andy Strand at 
Newman Housing 
for details on hassle free living 
353-9164 
10 FREE Parking Spots!! 
Conveniently close to campus!! 
Community of Christ Lutheran Church 
1124 E.Wooster 352-5101 
Drawing at our 10:30 a.m. contemporary worship 
on Sunday Feb. 7! Must be present to win! 






TO TAKE YOU 
OUT ON A DATE. 
FILL OUT THE FREE FORM BELOW TO WIN 
A VALENTINES, ALL EXPENSES PAID DATE 
FROM UAO AND CAMPUS FILMS 
Prize packages: from BW3, Flower Basket, JJ's Aqua Lounge, Alternatives, 
and Woodland Mall Cinemas 
a 
You and your guest will be given: 
2 movie tickets "Somewhere In Time"  Feb 12 & 13 
Dinner for 2 at a local restaurant 
Flowers 
Fine Chocolates 
... '■   :...:    . 
y -. ®.in Felbraamy 1©. 




Drop off at 330 Union   - UAO office 
Questions? Call 372-2343 
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Attention Athletes/Body Builders 
MET-RX (20 PACK)    $32.00 
EAS BETAGEN $22.00 
CARDIO FUEL $10.00 
We have guaranteed lowest prices on Met-Kx, EAS. Muscle Tech, 
Energy bars, foods, and drinks. Workout Apparel & much more! 
WELL BEAT ANY LOCAL PRICE BY 15% OK ITS FKEE 
Siet's Power Source   M-F I 1 a.m.-6p.m. 
Vitamin Outlets SAT lOa.m.-ip.m. 
Perrysburg Food Town Plaza 
148 E. South Boundary (Next to Alteration's Express) 
872-0099 
Let us know if you want us open on Sundays. 
Perrysburg 




Continued from page one. 
of Ohio and Oweas Community 
College are considering similar 
proposals. 
Gold said the break would be 
one or two days long and fall 
over a weekend in October. The 
dents." at the March meeting of the Facl 
Gold said the first drafts of 
ulty  Senate.  The  meetings  arill 
intention of the break is to allow 
students a  little free  time, she 
said. the amendment have been sent 
"The   break   will   hopefully to  the  Undergraduate Student    open to the public and studenlJM 
relieve some stress," Gold said. Government  and  the Graduate . ,  ,.  I 
■ ■ .. , ,. . ,. are encouraged to come and dis-ll 
It would act as a tension relief, a Student Senate for deliberation. 
little  time  to regroup  for stu- The issue will be voted upon    cuss the proposal. 
Do you sometimes get the 
feeling that nothing makes sense? 
CHAPMAN  
Continued from page one. "It shows that students are pas- Additionally,  Klein  said  he me, but I can see it in their bod) 
, sionate about  learning. This is can see a difference in the teach- language," he said.  "They are] 
"It   defines  a   revolutionary ,ne wav undergraduate cduca- ing assistants already. confident   in   what   they   are 
direction in education," he said, lion must go." "They have never came, up to doing." 
Ford plaint resumes production 
iiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiii ■ mi in.- 
Bentwood 
Subdivision 
(across from Merder Manor) 
• DISHWASHERS 
■ MICROWAVES 
• WASHER/DRYER HOOKUPS 
•A/C 
> FIRE PLACES 
> FURNISHED & UNFURNISHED 
• 2 BATHROOMS 
• 2 CAR GARAGE 
• 4 BEDROOMS 
• 1400 SQUARE FT 







The Associated Press 
DEARBORN, Mich. — Using 
massive, rented generators, Ford 
Motor Co. resumed limited pro- 
duction Wednesday at its River 
Rouge complex two days after a 
deadly explosion destroyed the 
site's power plant. 
Seeking to minimize the ripple 
effect of Monday's explosion on 
oilier North American opera- 
tions, the No. 2 automaker said 
three other plants in the complex 
that have been idle since the blast 
may return to partial production 
by Friday. 
The I.IOO-acre complex could 
he at full speed by Monday, site 
manager Art fanes said. "It's a 
very optimistic plan, but attitude 
means a lot." 
If and when that happens, 
Ford plans to speed up produc- 
tion at the River Rouge plants to 
make up lost ground, help refill 
the parts pipeline and ease the 
blast's already visible effects on 
Ford plants elsewhere. 
As many as 1,500 workers 
were   back   on   the   job   at   the 
"The requirements for the entire complex are a little less than 20 
megawatts. Detroit Eklison is expected to beat that with 
connections once they're restored". 
Lew La> 
ullllly spokes 
roughly 10,000-emplovee com- 
plex, again making fuel tanks, 
automotive frames and such 
slamped-out parts as hoods and 
doors. 
Meanwhile, 16 workers 
injured in the blast remained 
hospitalized as Ford and private 
engineers assessed when Ihe 
ruined, structurally unfit power 
station could accommodate 
investigators in search of the 
explosion's cause. 
Ford has refused to speculate 
about what caused the explosion 
thai killed pipe litter Donald 
I larper and left the power station 
a mangled, rubble-filled hulk 
thai lanes said will be torn down 
after the investigation. 
Police ( hiel Ron Die/el said 
one ol the explosion site's boilers 
"was completely split apart" and 
has emerged as a suspect. 
The complex once was the 
world's largest auto plant and 
home of Ihe Model T The power 
house produced enough electric- 
ity id serve a city the size of 
Moslem, Ford has said. 
Detroit Edison — once sup- 
plying just 20 percent of the com- 
plex's power — is being called 
upon to power it all until a new, 
S240 million power plant for the 
Rouge complex being built is fin- 
ished, perhaps  in   I   1/2 to two 
yea rs. 
Until the complex can be 
rewired for Detroit Edison 
power. Ford hauled in huge gen- 
erators Tuesday and labored to 
bypass Ihe oncc-might) power 
station in hopes of having lull 
electricity back by  this  wi 
end. 
"The   requirements   for 
entire complex are a  little 
than 200 megawatts. Detroit 
son is expected to beat that i 
connections      once      the 
restored," utility spokesman I 
Laylon said. 
Because of the blast, prod. 
lion was slowed Tuesday at si 
eral Ford plants nationwide 
Work hours were trimmed 
assembly plants in Wavne, whi 
Escorts are built; Wixom, who 
Lincoln's Town Car and Contj 
nental  are built;  Lorain, Ohio, 
where ford   Lconohne vans arc 
made; and St. Thomas, Ontario. 
All but the Wixom plant were to 
resume full production Wednes 
day. 
Avoid exam disappointment 
— visit the library! 
fall in love with... 
paranoia 
Valeriuses'yVcvy Cla^^fved/ Ad& 
Q) how your sweetheart how much you care 
with a Valentine's Day Classified Ad in The BG News! 
\~/      These special Valentine's Day ads will be 
▼    published February 12. Deadline is February 10. 
* 
Come to 204 West Hall to place your ad 
or call 372-6977 for more information. V 
IT'S BURSARABLE 





(With Photo Provided By You) 
H[^:j£^Vi:;n;DP.rp,T<M^ 
WEB, 
You're as sweet 
as candy !! 
Happy Valentines Day! 
-The Dragon 
\:Wiwir-T'ir'!r40A\rwT'pwr-k--illK:-r
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Sports tf Tod McCloskey Sports Editor The BG News 372-2602 
BG too much 
(for Huskies 
7alcons win 64-55 with 
[ strong second half 
By PETE STELLA 
The BG News 
The BG men's basketball team 
was in the doghouse. 
They were coming off of a 
three game losing streak and 
laced the Northern Illinois 
Huskies. In a must-win situation, 
the Falcons came out on lop of 
NIU in a big Mid-American Con- 
ference victory. 
With the win, the Falcons 
move to 12-8 overall and 7-5 in 
the MAC. 
With a few of their key players 
slowed up by injuries, other 
strong members of the team 
stepped it up and carried the 
team to a 64-55 win last night. 
DeMar Moore, who is still ham- 
pered by an ankle injury, led all 
scorers with 20 points. Kirk 
Cowan followed with 18 points 
and Anthony Stacey, despite 
only hitting four of 14 shots, 
added 15 points. 
"We did a good job tonight 
after we got going," Stacey said. 
"Our team responded well and I 
looked a lot inside for Kirk 
(Cowan) and tried to get him the 
ball as much as I could." 
.- Both teams started out flat. 
J'G'S first field goal didn't come 
til the 16:54 mark in the first 
od off of a Moore jumper. As 
first half came to an end, nei- 
r team looked good as the 21- 
..    half-time score showed. 
"We came out a lot slower 
.. an usual," Cowan said. "It 
wasn't  until  the seven  minute 
"We did a good job 
tonight after we got 
going. Our team 
responded well and 
I looked inside for 
Kirk (Cowan) and 
tried to get him the 




mark in the first half when we 
lighten up our defense and start- 
ed hitting shots." 
The second half started off as 
the first one had ended, with the 
score tied at 33 and 10 minutes 
left in the game. BG's leaders 
then stepped up and took a 
secure lead of 53-41 with 2:43 left 
in regulation. 
"Our opponent down the 
stretch was not Bowling Green 
but the clock," NIU coach Brian 
Hammel said. "They turned it up 
in the second half and they 
played well. They have excellent 
balance on that team and they 
are very good foul shooters." 
Despite the win, BG had sev- 
eral downsides to the game. 
They went without a 3-pointer 
the entire game and Dave 
Esterkamp and Moore were 
hurting due to their ankle 
injuries. It is unknown as to how 
much playing time either will 
see against Toledo. 
"Esterkamp playing tonight 
was one of the gutsiest things I 
BG News Photo/JASO.N SUGGS 
BG's Dave Esterkamp drives on Northern Illinois' Josh Murray in BG's 64-55 win at Anderson Arean Wednesday. The win broke a 
three-game losing streak. Esterkamp had two assists and a steal, despite a sprained ankle. 
have ever seen," BG coach Dan 
Dakich said. "His ankle went 
from broken to huge to him play- 
ing tonight." 
BG also received a little sup- 
port from its bench. Javier Cre- 
spo, Dubrey Black and Graham 
Bunn, all who are predominately 
bench players, were awarded the 
start Wednesday. 
"Dubrey  deserved   to  start 
because of his game against Ball 
State," Dakich said. "Crespo 
plays good defense but overall 
our seniors were good tonight." 
Moore's ankle no problem, as senior guard scores 20 points 
By TOD McCLOSKEY 
' The BG News  
DeMar Moore's exclusion 
. jm practice this week was sup- 
posed to help his ankle, instead it 
helped his shot. 
Hobbling on a tender, limp 
ankle, the Bowling Green senior 
point guard hit 6-of-10 shots 
from the field and made 8-of-9 
free throws for a season-high 20 
points in a win against Northern 
Illinois. 
"DeMar didn't practice one 
minute or take one shot since the 
Ball State game," BG coach Dan 
Dakich said. "He came in today 
— it just shows you the value of 
practice." 
Moore only played for 11 min- 
utes Saturday at Muncie, Ind. 
and 29 at Miami, despite adding 
in 11 points. 
As Moore hopped up and 
down the court, he managed to 
play through 34 minutes of the 
pain. 
"Early in the game when I got 
in, it (ankle) got loose and it felt 
pretty good," Moore said. "I 
twisted it, then I sat out, and I it 
all happened at one time. 1 got 
back up and it was real sore and 
hard to move." 
Because of his ankle problem, 
this year has been a tough one on 
the court for Moore. 
"My shot just hasn't been 
falling, (and) I've lost a lot of 
confidence," he said. "But I was 
in the gym working, (and) shoot- 
ing. Coach told me, 'just play the 
way you know how to play.'" 
But Dakich expects his seniors 
to be the leaders and that's exact- 
ly what Moore did — scoring 
points when the Falcons needed 
it the most. 
For 6:29 midway through the 
second half, Moore provided the 
offensive spark, scoring 12 
points of a 18-4 BG run. 
"Coach  asked   me  to  be  a 
leader," Moore said. "He points 
it out all the time, 'it's time to 
lead, it's lime to lead,' I'm just 
trying to do the best I could and 
lead." 
During the 16-point swing, 
the Falcons went from a two- 
point deficit to being up 12. 
Moore hit four baskets, and drew 
a crucial foul attempting a 3- 
point shot. He made all three free 
throws. 
Moore also helped out on the 
defensive  end,   grabbing   two 
steals and five rebounds. He is 26 
steals away from being the all- 
time Falcon leader. 
But for Moore, resting his 
ankle isn't as important as play- 
ing the game. And when he 
scores at least 10 points, BG is 5- 
1 this year, so maybe practice 
doesn't make perfect. 
One streak to fall at Kent State today 
BG News Photo/MIKE LEHMKUHLE 
Jacki Raterman grabs a rebound earlier this season. The senior 
has scored at least 24 points in the last tour games. 
By DAVE TRUMAN 
 The BG News  
It is not quite the "Clash of the 
Titans," but tonight's 7 p.m. 
matchup of Eastern Division 
leader Kent State (13-6 overall, 7- 
2 Mid-American Conference) 
and third place Bowling Green 
(10-10, 6-4) at the M.A.C. Center 
in Kent does carry a lot of weight 
in the MAC race. 
The Falcons are currently tied 
for third with Buffalo and just 
one game behind second-place 
Akron in the East. 
Falcon senior Jacki Raterman, 
last week's co-offensive player of 
the week, said her team is not 
concerned about the standings 
as much as they are about the 
Flashes. 
"I don't think we are looking 
at the polls as much as we are 
just to play Kent and to beat 
Kent," Raterman said. "They are 
"Four wins in a row gives a team a lot of 
confidence and that is what we have right 
now — the confidence to win on the road." 
Jacki Raterman 
BG Senior Carter 
Women's 
Basketball 
our big rival in the East this year, 
and in past years, so we're not 
going to let down. We're looking 
at it more as a big rivalry game." 
Both teams enter the game 
riding a four-game winning 
streak while Kent has not lost in 
17 contests at home — seven this 
season. That streak currently 
ranks sixth in the nation. 
"Four wins in a row gives a 
team a lot of confidence, and that 
is what we have right now — the 
confidence to win on the road," 
Raterman said. "We're looking to 
go to Kent to get a big victory out 
of this. We aren't just going there 
to play hard; we are going there 
to win." 
The Flashes are led by 5-foot-7 
guard Dawn Zerman. The junior 
do-it-all point guard leads five 
Kent players in double figure 
scoring. Zerman has averaged 
15.2 points per game while being 
the only Flash to average more 
than 30 playing minutes per 
game. 
Because of this, the Falcons 
will not have a big edge in depth 
as they have had over the course 
of their winning streak. 
I think the key will be whoev- 
er can play with the most disci- 
pline and confidence and stay 
Kent 
Tonight 7 p.m. 
MAC Center 
w 
BG: 10-10 overall, 6-4 MAC 
Kent: 13-6 overall, 7-2 MAC 
RaOio Jason Gibbs and Scott Waid 
Air lima: 6:30 p.m. 
focused for most of the game," 
Raterman said. "I think it is 
going to be a good game." 
Kent is averaging 77.5 points 
per game this season while BG 
has poured in an average of 87.5 
during the last four wins. Rater- 
man has scored at least 24 points 
in each of those games. 
r 
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iHG   McCarty nets 2 in Red Wings 5-1 win 
compiled from wirr sources 
'OXING 
Tyson awaits sentence 
WASHINGTON — The two 
men Mike Tyson attacked at a 
fender bender think the former 
heavyweight champ shouldn't go 
to jail. The prosecutor feels other- 
wise. 
The opinion that counts is that 
of Judge Stephen Johnson, who on 
Friday will determine whether 
Tyson's latest comeback is done 
after just one fight. 
Johnson will sentence the fight- 
er on two counts of second-degree 
assault, prompting a decision in 
Indiana on whether Tyson violated 
his probation for a 1991 rape con- 
viction. 
On Aug. 31, Tyson kicked one 
motorist and punched another 
after a minor three-car accident in 
the Washington suburb of 
Gaithersburg, Md. On Dec. 1, 
Tyson pleaded no contest and 
could receive up to 20 years' 
imprisonment. 
The Associated Press 
DETROIT — Darren McCarty 
scored two goals and keyed a 
physical attack that helped the 
shorthanded Detroit Red Wings 
beat the New York Islanders 5-1 
Wednesday night. 
Steve Yzerman had a goal and 
an assist and Martin Lapointe 
and Brendan Shanahan also 
scored for the Red Wings, who 
played without injured defense- 
men Larry Murphy and Todd 
Gill. 
Backup goalies Norm Maracle 
and Kevin Hodson, who bolh 
dressed because regular Chris 
Osgood was ill, combined for 27 
saves. 
Tommy Salo made 39 saves 
for the Islanders' goal. 
Lakers interested in Rodman 
The Associated Press 
LOS ANGELES - Dennis 
Rodman and the Lakers would 
be a marriage made in, well, Hol- 
lywood, and the team is definite- 
ly interested in the seven-lime 
rebounding champ.However, a 
couple of pressing questions 
remain. For one, does Rodman 
really want to play for Los Ange- 
les? For another, when will he 
officially hire an agent?The Los 
Angeles Times reported today 
that Lakers executive vice presi- 
dent Jerry West spoke Tuesday 
with Rodman's new agent, Steve 
Chasman, and was awaiting 
word from the 37-year-old for- 
ward.Rodman has played on five 
of the last 10 NBA champions, 
including the last Ihree with the 
Chicago Bulls."We've discussed 
it, but everyone's putting the cart 
before the horse," West told the 
Times. "We don't have any idea 
whether there's any interest on 
his part."According to the news- 
paper, Chasman plans to discuss 
the situation with Rodman, who 
has said he would like to play for 






FhitaddpMa 27 10 
New KTSCV 2H IS 
Pitbbuigh 24 IS 
N Y Rangers 19 23 
N V Manilm IS 31 
Norlhrisl Division 
W L 
Toronto 2U l» 
Ottawa 27 15 
Duflalo 24 16 
Boston 20 20 
Montreal II 24 
Southeast Division 
W L 
Carolina 23 19 
Florida 19 17 
Washington 18 26 




Detroit 25 21 
Si Louis 19 18 
Nashville 18 27 
Chicago 14 27 
Northwest Division 
W L 
Colorado 27 19 
Edmonton 19 21 
Calgary 16 27 
Vancouver 16 27 
Pacific Division 
W L 
Dallas 30 9 
Phoenix 25 12 
San Jose 16 20 
Anaheim 17 22 
Los Angeles 17 28 
Wednesday's Games 
Colorado S, Buffalo 3 
Washington 10. Tampa Bay 1 
New Jersey 4, Carolina 1 
Florida 5, Toronto 2 








































Big Ten Basketball (.lance 
Conference All Games 
W L W 1                      \ 
Michigan M            K 1 19 4 
Wis.on-.in 3 19 4 
Iowa                       6 3 15 4 
Ohio SI                   6 3 16 ■ 
Minnesota                 5 4 14 !■ 
Indiana                   S 5 18 7 
Northwestern          4 4 12 6 
Purdue                   3 4 IS 6 
Michigan                3 6 9 13 
Penn SI                   2 8 10 10                     | 
Illinois                    1 9 9 13 
Wednesday's Results 
Minnesota 75, Illinois 63 
Indiana 71. Wisconsin 60 .J 
Thursday's Games 
Michigan at NofthwaMfflt 
lowa at Purdue 
Saturday's Games 
Wisconsin at Illinois 
Northwestern at Penn State 
Ohio Stale at Purdue 
Michigan State at Iowa 
Sunday's Game 
Minnesota at Michigan 
21-ranked Indiana knocks off Wisconsin at Bloomington 
The Associated Press 
BLOOMINGTON,    Ind. 
Indiana can play defense, too. 
The No. 21 Hoosiers held Wis- 
consin scoreless in the final three 
minutes for a 71-60 victory 
Wednesday nighl, ending the 
No. 11 Badgers' longest Big Ten 
winning streak in 58 years. 
Wisconsin (19-4, 7-3), which 
came in as the conference leader 
in scoring defense, had won 
seven straight games and had 
allowed only one other opponent 
more than 70 points all season. 
But after the Badgers cut a 13- 
point lead to four, coach Bob 
Knight's    trademark    defense 
kicked in for the Hoosiers (18-7, 
5-5). 
"At that point, (the defense) 
was about as good as we've had 
all season," Knight said. "No 
lead is ever comfortable with the 
3-point shot, but from (hen on 
our defensive play was very 
good." 
Michael Lewis hit one free 
throw for Indiana's first point in 
more than three minutes, then 
added Iwo more as Sean Mason, 
Wisconsin's leading scorer wilh 
19 points, fouled out with 1:38 
left Kirk Haston and Lewis each 
added free throws and Lewis 
scored the game's final basket on 
a layup. 
Knight went with a smaller 
lineup, including guard Rob 
Turner, who had a season-high 
22 points, 14 in the first half. 
"We started out wilh four 
guards and felt whatever guard 
their big guy was playing we 
could gel some drives, and we 
gol Turner off to a greal start," 
said Lewis, who also had 10 
assists. "He really got us going 
early in Ihe game. He was able lo 
take their big man outside .mil 
hit a couple 3's, make some dri- 
ves and get some other guyi 
open, 
•:♦♦:♦♦:♦♦:• 
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Thursday, February 4,h 
DOWNTOWN 
We Are Giving Away 2 Spring Break Trips For 2 To Jamaica 
(Air Travel & Hotel Accomodations) 
ALSO... 
_ Lots of other Prizes Plus!     92.5 Live Remote with Randy West — 
NOW OPEN 
24 HOURS 
Monday - Saturday 
^'"^I/'C'YI: Staying Up £ate 
*      CW'c «y«u 'A<! 
FALCON 
FEVER 





I 6 a.m. to 11 a.m. | 
! Monday - Friday ' 
s2.99 
SPECIALS! 
BIG BOY OR 
UODIE Bor COMBO 
Includes Fries & 
A Sod Drink 
No COUPON NECESSARY    I   6 p.m. -11 p.m. 
MUST SHOW VALID BGSU I.D. _J_ Monday - Friday 
FALL 1999 Leasing 
UNITS GOING FAST! 
MERCER MANOR APARTMENTS - 323 and 331 
Mercer Road (limit 5 people) 3 bedroom, furnished. 
Units have fireplaces, A/C, dishwashers, microwaves 
and garbage disposals. 
First Month's Total Rent 
"Limited time, Hurry 
Expires 2/17/99 
I $100.oo OFF 
GREENBRIAR, INC. Hours: 
1224 E. WOOSTER Mon.-Fri. 9am-5pm 
J Bowling Green, Saturday 9am-1pm 
i OH 43402 www.wcnet.org/~gbrenta 
Come in today before 
it is TOO LATE! 
5 » 
fc^ Don't go banartfl^ 
\\iookinq tor a pla< 
Mr to live/lffij 
apartments available 
Campos Manor 
^    Rockledge Manor 
615 Second St.. 
701 Fourth St. 
6Y0 Eighth St. 
811 Eighth St. 
733 Manville Ave. 
755. 777ManvllleAve 
821 Third St 
315 N Main St..    ' 
317 N. Main St. 
710 Elm St. 
7101/2 Elm St. 
237 N Prospect 
1381/2 N. Main St. 
313 N Main St 
113 Railroad St. (next to Kmko's) 
3S2-9302 
Mon-FHS-5  Sat 8-12 
IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK IK 
j-Pqai 
., FREE PASS j 






























FEB 10 & 24 IOPM 
AMATEUR 
CONTEST 
$300 1ST PRIZE • SIOO 2ND PRIZE 
I 
SIGMA KAPPA PRESENTS 







SCOTT HAMILTON PR 
NAPOlf ON MOAIJ 
'Hpw Leasirw 
lorZ btdroom furnishedandunfumishid 
May and Stagust 1999 
lor Z btdroom summer oniy 
SmUtdavauabit 
2 Blocks from Campus 











zine, is accepting poetry, fic- 
tion and art submissions. 
Submission deadline is Feb. 
5. For more information con- 
tact Mike Hammer at ham- 
merm ©bgnet.bgsu.edu. 
Dave Matthews 








19th at the 
Palace Theatre in Louisville, 
K.Y. Raffle tickets will be 
sold on the Education Build- 
ing steps between 10 a.m. 
and 4 p.m. on Monday, Feb. 8 
lor $2. Proceeds benefit 
Dance Marathon. 
Famous poet 
reads at Olscamp 
Famed 
poet        and 
novelist Eve-| 
lyn Lau wil 
be reading all 
7:30       p.m. 
Feb.    9     in 
101B Olscamp Hall. She is 
the   author  of   "Runaway: 
Diary of a Street Kid."   For 
reservations  call   372-2457. 
Presented  by the Canadian 
Studies Center. 
Aestriod impact 
show at Planetarium 
N the work] going to end? 
( heck OUl the BGSU Plane- 
tarium's program "Is this the 
End of the World" for a look 
it the real threats of comets 
id asteroids. The program 
is now until Feb. 23. 
OW event line 
Want   to  publicize  your 
tistic or entertaining event? 
,-nd e-mail to NOW at tony- 
> av@bgnel.bgsu.edu. 
new 
* BGSU's Arts And Entertainment Weekly* 
The Beatles" White 
Album. DMX, Sam 
Prekop. Oasis and the 
Midwest Concert Box. 
NEW MUSIC 
+ N-2 
Why NOW is disturbed 
by Disturbing Behavior. 











All hands on deck with Ten Forward 
By JOHN WENZEL 
The BC News 
One of the 
potential pitfalls of 
being in a band is 
that sooner or 
later, the audience i 
will try to isolate 
your sound. 
No! that this is always a bad 
thing. Some bands, in facl, have 
benefited by allowing them- 
selves to be pigeonholed into a 
specific genre. 
But naming the niche a band 
fits inlo is something many 
musicians dread, and with good 
reason. The critic may miscon- 
strue the point of the music, 
while the listener may apatheti- 
cally dismiss it altogether. 
This is why University stu- 
dent Dan Gerken is reluctant to 
place his band Ten Forward into 
the category of "independent 
rock." Objectively, the term inde- 
pendent rock ("indie" for short) 
could mean any number of 
things, but the aesthetics of the 
word have developed over the 
years to the point where the 
name alone conjures up immedi- 
ate associations. 
"Sometimes indie-rock turns 
me off and I want lo listen to 
more popular music," Gerken 
says. "They're too stuck on 
something that's not music. A lot 
of indie-rockers are more trying 
to make a slatemenl than trying 
to make music." 
But make no mistake: 
Gerken's rock preferences defi- 
nitely lie in the fringe realm. The 
members of three-piece Ten For- 
ward (Dan, his brother and 
drummer Josh Gerken and 
bassist/guitarist Adam Dowell) 
have a clear college-rock founda- 
tion. Dan's guitar work is remi- 
niscent of such seminal noise- 
monsters as Dinosaur Jr. and 
Superchunk, but his vocals and 
intricate organ work suggest 
something more complex. 
"We've been trying to incor- 
porate a keyboard instrument 
into the band ever since we start- 
ed," Gerken says. 
And although he's been a 
classically-trained pianist since 
he was five years old (winning a 
state championship in 1991), he 
has tried to separate his guitar- 
playing from his other pursuits. 
He considered guitar and piano 
two different art forms. Recently, 
however, he took jazz improv 
classes at Interlochen Arts Acad- 
emy in Michigan, inspiring him 
to incorporate a keyboard into 
the mix. 
"That's what kind of bridged 
the gap for me," Gerken says. 
While they've only been 
under the moniker Ten Forward 
for two and a half years, the 
Gerken brothers and Dowell 
have been playing together since 
high school. After one of Iheir 
first bands, The Basements, they 
formed Ten Forward with Keith 
Jenkins (formerly of the BG 
group Ten Watt, and now in 
Columbus's Slepford Wives), 
and played as a four-piece. Since 
Jenkins' departure, I he band has 
slowed down a bit. Their most 
recent show, which was al 
Uptown  last  Wednesday, was 
their first of 1999. 
"We haven't played out in 
awhile," Gerken says. "We're all 
really into our majors, and I'm in 
a bunch of organizations." 
Gerken, a philosophy/politi- 
cal science double major, would 
like lo devote more lime lo his 
music, but since he and the ri".l 
of his band males are also 
seniors (Josh is in graphic 
design, and Adam, a music jour- 
nalism/recording technology 
major), they're trying to be prac- 
tical. 
"The (band) gets into fighls 
constantly about what the music 
wants," "he says. "Bui it's not 
about the band 
don't have a 
frontman or 
whatever — we 
just try to make 
music people 
will listen to." 
Despite their 
short history. 
Ten Forward has 
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failed lo show 
up). Another 
happened when 
the band met 
Scbadoh/Folk 
Implosion front- 
man Lou Barlow 
at his house in Massachusetts. 
"His wife  was really nice," 
Gerken notes. 
Since Sebadoh is an explicitly 
indie-rock band, it begs the 
question of influences. Gerken 
points to Sloan, The Posies, 
Catherine Wheel, Radiohead 
and Creeper Lagoon (among 
various classical and jazz artists) 
as his personal favorites. I le also 
says the band gels compared a 
lot to college-rock mainstays 
Guided by Voices and Archers of 
Loaf, both of whom he's never 
listened to. 
"They're  those 
bands that 
everybody says I 
should listen to," 
he   says,   "but   I 
never got around lo 
it." 
Since Ten  Forward 
has 
! 
weathered Ihe inevitable com- 
parisons, it's significant lo note 
Ihe exlenl lo which they fulfill 
them. A tenet of indie-rock is Ihe 
disregard of Ihe audience, the 
'music-for-music's-sake' princi- 
ple. But Gerken admits what a 
lot of other bands would not. 
"I do try lo slay conscious of 
what Ihe audience is doing," 
Gerken says, "and I know that's 
not a very typically indie-rock 
thing lo do. But if they're not 
paying attention, then wrhy the 
hell are we there? I don't pour 
myself out (onstage) when I find 






Dusting off Raymond Carver 
By ERIK PEPPLE 
The BG News 
So there I was 
in heallh class 
wishing against 
all else 1 had a 
bottle of gin to 
administer to my pain. My 
teacher was speaking about how 
smoking causes cancer. 
"You don't know what cancer 
is, my dear," I thought. "Cancer 
is more than a cluster of tumors. 
Cancer is something that 
plagues Ihe body, makes you 
restless." 
Rummaging through my 
backpack, 1 found a book, 
"Where I'm Calling From," by 
this guy named Raymond Carv- 
er. 
Dog-eared and torn, Ihe cover 
was beat all lo hell. I remember 
picking il up at a used bookstore. 
II was the kind of bookstore that 
attracted college students 
resplendent in tweed, soaked in 
patchouli, and awash with pre- 
tension. 
They would discuss how 
Bukowski made them feel, how 
Burroughs' prose was like hero- 
in infusing Iheir veins, and how 
Dosloyevsky made Ihem want lo 
attain redemption through con- 
stant suffering. I wanted lo be 
like these people, living a life 
coaled in a veneer of irony and 
contempt for the bourgeois. 
I read Iheir books. I look copi- 
ous notes on their modes of 
behavior, but it all came crashing 
down when I found that ragged 
copy of the short, simple stories 
by Raymond Carver. 
Carver is the antithesis to 
those cats I saw in the book- 
stores. Where they wanted lo 
attach themselves to an author 
that made them feel detached 
from Iheir reality, I wanted to 
attach myself to an author that 
would give me insight into my 
reality I'm a great admirer of 
both Bukowski and Burroughs, 
but when I read them I feel their 
worlds to be at a distance. Read- 
ing Carver I always felt 
immersed in his world. 
And what a world it is. 
Described by most critics as a 
minimalist, Ihe world of Ray- 
mond Carver is filled with the 
dashed hopes, lost loves, gin- 
soaked revelries of everyday 
people. His language is simple 
yet conveys complex meaning. 
He never makes il a point to con- 
struct a sentence that is arch in 
its cleverness or precious in its 
meaning. 
Carver is a craftsman, whit- 
tling words, phrases, sentences 
and punctuation down to the 
bare necessities. He's a minimal- 
ist whose writing has maximum 
impact. 
In his essay "On Writing," 
Carver writes that "extremely 
clever chi-chi writing, or just 
plain tomfoolery writing, puts 
me lo sleep." This, I think, is the 
key to Carver's work. 
Carver's is the literature of 
small things. A gesture here, a 
glance Ihere. The truth and beau- 
ty is found in how a woman 
tucks her hair behind her ear or 
how a lazy day of lounging on a 
couch on a Sunday afternoon 
can open doors of insight and 
wisdom. 
1 am reminded of the conclu- 
sion lo his slory, "A Small, Good 
Thing." A couple devastated by 
a tragic car accident involving 
their child sits down to eat bread 
with a bakery chef. He offers 
some wine in the hopes of sooth- 
ing their anxieties. 
It is a simple act, a moment of 
clarity that allows the couple to 
look deep within their hearts 
and see that somelimes comfort 
and a feeling of safety can come 
about in strange ways. It is an 
epiphany of the everyday kind. 
For Carver, the truths and 
harsh realities of life are more 
honest than the big, obvious 
moments of drama. We learn 
through experience, he seems to 
say, not through study and 
excessive analysis. 
My love affair with Carver's 
work is five years old. From that 
day in health class when I 
cracked open "Where I'm Call- 
ing From," Carver has allowed 
me to look deeper into my sur- 
roundings. He has demonstrated 
that wisdom exists in Ihe small 
things, and that when life seems 
most despairing is when it pro- 
vides the most insight. 
I 
e Dusty She 
Essential Carver 
O'Tires" Perhaps the besl 
introduction to Carver is this 
collection of essays, stories and 
poems (including my favorite 
"Your Dog Dies"). It is also a 
chance lo see Carver pay tribute 
to many of his influences includ- 
ing Hemingway, Bukowski, 
Chekov and Flaubert. 
C'Where I'm Calling From" 
A vast collection of stories pub- 
lished before his death in 1988. 
This is the best way to see the 
growth and expanse of Carver's 
work. Includes "A Small, Good 
Thing," and the heartbreaking 
story of guilt, "The Third Thing 
That Killed My Father Off." 
0"A New Path to the Water- 
fall" Carver has numerous col- 
lections of poems, bul this is 
arguably his finest. Many of Ihe 
poems were written in the midst 
of his battle with cancer. He 
lived 10 years longer than he 
ever expected and this gain is 
louchingly detailed in pieces 
like "Gravy," and the short, but 
bittersweet "Lale Fragment." 
The collection also includes the 
powerful dirge "Lemonade." 
0"ShortCuts" is a collection 
of stories, bul also a fine 1993 
film from Robert Altman. This 
provides as good an intro as any 
Photo Provided 
"Cathedral," one of Carver's many short story collections. 
to Carver's lifework. Altman 
takes numerous liberties with 
characters and plotlines, but 
manages to capture Carver's 
essence on celluloid. Vacillating 
between moments of humanity 
and misanthropy, Allman inter- 
laces themes and characteriza- 
tions expertly. 
h 
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Many music fans can agree 
that the Beatles are the most 
influential and popular musical 
group of all time. Even today, 
almost 30 years after the 
breakup of the Fab Four, people 
of all ages still purchase and lis- 
ten to their music. 
So to keep up with the always 
constant desire of Beatles music, 
Capitol Records, in association 
with the Beatles label, Apple 
Corporation, reissued a 30th 
Anniversary Limited Edition of 
the While Album. 
When it was first released in 
1968, the double album's cover 
was entirely white carrying no 
markings except for the words 
"The Beatles" and the album's 
serial number stamped on the 
cover, hence it was nicknamed 
the White Album. 
This new release is a replica of 
the 1968 vinyl version scaled 
down to CD size form. Just like 
if you had bought this album 
back in '68, it has four mug shots 
of the band members in one 
sleeve and a poster of interesting 
little snap-shots of the Beatles in 
the other jacket. 
Beatles fans throughout the 
world tend to agree that the 
White Album is their best effort. 
It offers two discs of a wide 
range of fantastic music, every- 
thing from goofy songs, to love 
songs, to serious songs and even 
to one really scary song, "Revo- 
lution 9." 
Listen up. The key word here 
is "limited." There were only 
500,000 copies distributed 
throughout the world at random 
record store outlets so it might 
be somewhat hard to find your- 




1120 S. Main St. 
Bowling Green 
(419)352 6505 
Hours: Mon-Sat 9-9 Sun 12-5 
Outside prescriptions welcome 
•Complete eyeglasses* 
starting at $38.00 
•Disposable contact lenses* 
starting at $1 5.96 per box 
•Exams by an independent 
doctor of optometry* 
starting at $39.00 
Dr. Walter Morrow 
Independent Doctor o( Optometry 
22 years experience 
Hours by appointment 
or walk-ins welcome 
Los de Abajo: 
Self-titled 
1998-Luaka Bop 
Concerning matters of music 
made  outside  of   the   United 
Slates,  the  majority  of college 
students'  track records haven't 
been that stellar. Aside from the 
occasional Taco Bell commercial 
incidental music or post-inebri- 
ated stint watching the Spanish 
Channel at three in the morning, 
we give little or no attention to 
the powerful, passionate music 
being written and recorded by 
our neighbors south of the bor- 
der. 
One band out of many worth 
attention is the collection of 
musicians known as Los De 
Abajo, or, literally, "those from 
below." They are part of a large 
group of Latin American bands 
fusing the traditional elements 
of salsa with rock and roll and 
African rhythms, combined with 
sometimes-fiery political lyrics. 
The band, born out of political 
frustration in 1992 out of the 
same Mexico City music scene 
which spawned bands such as El 
Tri and Cafe Tacuba, has been 
sometimes categorized as "alter- 
native Latin music." As literally 
weak as that label may be, it 
comes rather close to describing 
the musical sincerity exhibited 
by Los De Abajo. 
Their first self-titled album, 
released in America by David 
Byrne's record label Luaka Bop, 
delivers, against all perceptions 
that music foreign to the majori- 
ty of Americans, both culturally 
and politically, is not worth the 
time to discover. Los De Abajo 
also brims with the vitality of 
youth in the face of unimagin- 
able oppression. 
Many of their songs brim 
with hidden subtexts, treating 
what appears to be simple sub- 
ject matter with political impor- 
tance. The first song on the 
album, "Pepepez," which on the 
surface seems to be an upbeat 
animal fable, soon reveals itself 
to be a warning of political cor- 
ruption. 
The album continues to stun 
with upbeat yet intelligent num- 
bers such as "Tiempos Muertos," 
"El Emigrado," and, the master- 
piece of the album, the five- 
minute segue "Depresiones," 
which speaks of the struggles of 
keeping one's dignity and sanity 
within turbulent personal or 
political situations. The power 
and influence of the song speaks 
volumes, no matter if one is a 
struggling worker living in 
impoverished circumstances or a 
neurotic college student apathet- 
ic to all voting, excepting ballots 
for the TV Guide awards. 
Great music, it might not 
need to be said, crosses and 
obliterates all the social, ethnic 
and monetary labels that we all 
seem so keen on assigning to 
ourselves. Only when we take 
in the full scope and range of the 
art of other cultures do we real- 
ize that there is far much more 
beauty and life in the world than 
we ever thought. 
-Robert Szorady 
DMX. Flesh of My 
Flesh Blood of My 
Blood 
1998- Ruff Ryders/Def Jam 
The hottest rapper of 1998 
strikes back with his follow up to 
the double-platinum It's Dark 
and Hell is Hot: a frenzy of guest 
features and hardcore street 
tales. 
DMX has it made in Flesh of 
My Flesh Blood of My Blood, with 
tracks featuring Jay-Z. Bad Boy 
label trio the LOX and Mary J. 
FL0RIDA SPRING BREAK 
FROM $159 PER WEEK* 
4DPIPCRIEACON BEACH RESORT 
PANAMA CITY BEACH - 
j.j* |       www.sandpiperbeacon.com ("rates per 
HOME OF THE WORLD'S LONCEST KEC PARTY" 





1st ANNUAL SPRING BREAK BEACH PARTY 
Each Thursday We Will Have A Bikini/Beach Attire Contest. 
The Grand Prize Winner Will Recieve A 1 Week Trip 
To Islamorada, FL In the Florida Keys March 6-13 
Plus $500 Spending Cash. 
The contest starts this Thursday and runs on 
lor live weeks with the finals on Feb 25th. 
Two winners a night based on crowd appeal so 
make sure to bring your friends. 
Register 9-11 p.m. • Contest starts at 11:30 p.m. 
532 E Wooster |:°r Details Call Mark's Pub 










50 cent Drafts 
$1.00 Shots 
Mark Miller 




















Bligc. The most surprising team- 
ing   has   DMX   rhyming   over 
music by none other than shock 
rocker Marilyn Manson. 
DMX's trademark raspy voice 
comes out harder than ever in 
such tracks as the Too Short 
Inspired It's All Good, and Com- 
ing From which features.Blige. 
One of the most powerful tracks 
on the album is Bring Your 
Whole Crew, which has DMX 
boasting the chorus of "I just 
love when they bring the whole 
crew, it's just a bigger piece for 
me to blow a hole through." 
The Manson-team up, titled 
Omen, is like a Friday the 13th 
on speed, with the movies' trade- 
mark "Kill ... Kill" in the back- 
ground. 
Manson adds the album's 
eeriest lyrics on Omen's chorus, 
growling "Snakes, rats, cats and 
the dog. How you gonna live 
when you're in the fog?" 
The Ruff Ryders' release has 
spent the last five weeks on top 
of the Billboard music charts. 
DMX has held the top spot since 
Flesh of My Flesh Blood of My 
Bloods release, making him the 
only artist in Billboard history to 
have two albums atop the chart 
in the same year. 
Can DMX get any better? Has 
his presence made it easier for 
Rap fans to let 2Pac and Notori- 
ous B.I.G. rest in piece? 
Only time will tell. 
-Cory McCartney 
Oasis: The Master 
Plan 
1998- Epic Records 
Oasis' last album Be Here Nozo 
was not as big a seller as the 
band's epic (What's the Story) 
Morning Glory. It was also a 
slight disappointment to some 
fans. 
Maybe that's the reason they 
released this collection of B- 
sides, most of which were only 
available on expensive imports. 
The scary thing is that some of 
these songs are better than or 
equal to those on Morning Glory. 
While the album is not perfect, 
there is more good than bad to 
be found here. 
The strongest songs on here 
are those that feature guitarist 
and songwriter Noel Gallagher 
on lead vocals. The ballads "Talk 
Tonight," "Half the World 
Away," and the album's title 
track show Noel at his best. 
They also show why he is a 
better singer than his brother, the 
band's lead vocalist Liam Gal- 
lagher. This does not mean that 
Liam cannot hold a note. He car- 
ries the psychedelic "Under- 
neath the Sky" like a true rock 
star. However, it is Noel's mas- 
terpiece "The Masterplan" that 
is the best song overall. It is a 
powerful, beautiful ballad filled 
with a lush orchestral sound. It 
is hard to believe that this was 
the B-side to "Wonderwall." 
This collection was put 
together with input from fans 
via the band's website. I will be 
honest with you, I am a fan. 
However, I can't understand 
why two particular songs made 
it  on  here.     The  instrumental 
"The Swamp Song" can go back 
to whatever swamp it came 
from. 
It is a combo of guitar and 
harmonica run amok. It screech- 
es and squeals like a set of bad 
brakes. It could have been half 
decent if Liam had something to 
sing to on it. Instead we get to 
listen to Noel jam with his hero 
Paul Weller while Liam stays 
quiet. For a band that prides 
itself on sounding like The Beat- 
les, their live version of "I Am 
the Walrus" sounds like some- 
thing from a bad garage band. 
Aside from these two 
mistakes, "The Masterplan" is a 
great collection of music. It 
proves that Oasis can claim to be 
one of the top British bands of 
the 90s. If these are what Oasis' 
B-sides are like, then there is a 
good chance that the Gallagher 
brothers will be with us for a 
very long time to come. 
-Lisa Bellinger 
Sam Prekop: Self- 
Titled 
1999-Thrill Jockey 
Sam Prekop's first recording 
under his own name is much 
like a new record from the Sea 
and Cake, his full time band. 
Prekop relies on some unique 
jazzy guitar chords and his 
smooth, mumbling vocals to 
express himself 
Like the Sea and Cake, the 
soul here is all Sam. But the 
nuances of the record are provid- 
ed by the musicians he plays 
with. In this case, it's an all-star 
Chicago cast, including mem- 
bers of the Chicago Under- 
ground Orchestra and magic- 
man Jim O'Rourke. 
The story of Chicago's under- 
ground scene as it relates to 
Prekop seems to go something 
like this: midwestern indie-rock- 
ers (I'rekop includied) go to the 
windy city to start mature musi- 
cal careers. With a stroke of good 
luck, there also happens to be a 
thriving underground jazz 
scene, whose members embrace 
the indie-rockers (this record 
includes percussionist Chad 
Taylor and horn player Rob 
Mazurek of the Chicago Under- 
ground Orchestra). To top it all 
off, electronic music has some- 
thing to offer this mix, as does 
some minimalist contemporary 
composers. 
Sam Prekop's songs roll 
along, neither loo background- 
ish and smooth nor offensively 
funky. Best of all they lend them- 
selves to magical moments. The 
subtle mood change in the sec- 
ond track "The Company," for 
example, turns a finger snap- 
ping tune into a serious personal 
event for Prekop. An instrumen- 
tal track, "Faces and People," 
layers a repetive instrumental 
melody over a hard-to-grasp 
rhythm of click and noises, all of 
which seems to set up a distant 
horn melody from Mazurek. 
From the winning punch of 
the "Showrooms," Prekop's first 
track, the record moves from 
perfect pop to some very mini- 
mal sad instrumental songs. The 
contrast of songs keeps it inter- 
esting, and in the end you realize 
that Prekop is all about making 
you happy — and he please-, us 
time and lime again. 
Unni ( iK'allario 
midwest concert 
BOWLING GREEN 
Thurs. 2.4.99 Lyrical Myrical & DJ Rab, Pacemaker Jane OEasys- 
treet 
Fri. 2.5.99 Starlings, Jr. Electric ©I towards 
Tues. 2.9.99 Henry Rollins ©Lenhardt Grand Ballroom 
Wed. 2.10.99 Pacemaker Jane & Sugarbuzz ©Uptown 
TOLEDO 
Sat. 2.6.99 Shuttlecock, PBS ©Frankie's 
Sat. 2.13.99 Fringe, Unkept@Main Event 
Wed. 2.17.99 Sloan, Jr. Electric ©Main Event 
Sat. 2.20.99 Cash Money ©Frankie's 
Wed 2.24.99 Reel Big Fish ©Main Event 
DETROIT 
Sun. 2.14 & 2.15.99 Pantera ©Palace 
Thur. 2.18.99 Lauryn Hill ©Fox Theater 
Fri. 2.26.99 Sugar Ray ©State Theater 
CINCINNATI 
Sun. 2.7.99 Monster Magnet, Kid Rock, (Hed)Pe ©Bogarts 
Tues. 2.9.99 The Afghan Whigs ©liogarls 
Fri. 2.19.99 Reel Big Fish, Zebrahead & The Smooths ©Bogarts 
CLEVELAND 
Tues. 2.9.99 Skavoovie & the Epitones ©Peabody's Down Under 
Tues. 2.9.99 Semisonic, Remy Zero ©Odeon 
Wed. 2.10.99 Kid Rock ©Odeon 
Fri. 2.12.99 Mushroomhead ©Flying Machine 
Mon. 2.15.99 Alanis Morissette, Garbage ©Gund Arena 
Wed. 2.17.99 Bob Dylan, Natalie Merchant ©CSU Convocation 
Center 
Thur. 2.18.99 Sloan, Deadly Snakes ©Peabody's Down Under 
Sun. 2.21.99 Reel Big Fish, Zebrahead ©Odeon 
Wed. 2.24.99 The Offspring ©CSU Convention Center 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS 
(Too many to list) 
Large assortment of 
Houses, Duplexes, 
and Apartments 
Stop into 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of complete 
details and speak with our friendly staff! 
ttr 
iOUAl   HOUSING 
OHOHTUIIIII 
354-2260 
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster 
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Gish presentation examines 
history of Nicodemus, Kan. 
By IRENE SHARON 
SCOTT 
 The BG News 





ered in Gish Film 
Theater to learn more about the 
history and women of Nicode- 
mus, Kan. 
Yvonne Singh, a theater pro- 
fessor and director of "Flyin' 
West," believes this presentation 
was important especially during 
the celebration of Black History 
Month. 
"Womyn for Womyn, who are 
the co-sponsors of the program, 
thought it is important to focus 
on women during Black History 
Month. During Black History 
Month, people remember Martin 
Luther King and it's just men, 
men, men," said Singh. 
According to Singh, the pur- 
pose of the presentation was to 
share with the campus commu- 
nity the history of the place and 
the people in Pearl Cleage's fic- 
tional drama ["Flyin' West"l. 
"It is important to keep in 
mind that the play is fiction 
based on their history and the 
playwright deviates from histor- 
ical fact in order to tell her story 
to an audience of the '90's. Hero- 
ines of the play share the pio- 
neering spirit and strengths that 
Bates-Tompkins spoke so much 
of," Singh said. 
The speaker at the presenta- 
tion, Angela Bates-Tompkins, 
president of Nicodemus Histori- 
cal Society, Historian and 
Descendent of Original Pioneers, 
used family photos and a skit to 
illustrate the Nicodemus women 
of the 1870s. 
Bates-Tompkins showed fam- 
ily portraits and touched on the 
history of Nicodemus. 
Nicodemus was founded in 
1857 due to a mass migration to 
the west. It's special because it is 
the only remaining all-black 
town. The town was named after 
an African-American slave who 
was the first to purchase his free- 
dom in the United States. The 
town's name means "the coming 
of something" or "promise 
land," she said. 
Many African-Americans 
have migrated there after the 
Reconstruction Era. In the 
Reconstruction Era, blacks 
worked as sharecroppers but did 
not own any land or property. 
"Many of them [former 
slaves] had no where to go and 
nothing to do," Bates-Tompkins 
said. 
African-Americans in Nicode- 
mus felt free because there was 
no prejudice and they had an 
opportunity to prove that they 
could make it. However, 
lifestyles were difficult. At times, 
the people would hunt wild 
game to feed themselves. In 
1877, the civilians lived in Dug- 
outs. 
"Dug-outs, were no more 
than a hole in the ground," 
Bates-Tompkins said. 
A year later, the people lived 
in sod houses. Sod houses were 
dwellings above the ground 
made of mud and grass. One of 
the disadvantages of Nicodemus 
was the dust storms, which at 
times killed people and 
destroyed fields. 
Bates-Tompkins said that 
African-Americans lacked sur- 
vival skills. 
"A lot of the former slaves 
lacked 'white' culture," she said. 
"Those [slaves] who were 
owned by individual families 
had  the opportunity  to  learn 
*Os, 
GREENBRIAR, INC. 
EAST MERRY AVENUE APARTMENTS - 516 and 522 
E. Merry Avenue - CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
2 bedroom, 2 baths, furnished. Units have dishwashers 
and garbage disposals. 
FIELD MANOR APARMENTS - 519 Leroy Avenue, 542 
and 560 Frazee Avenue. CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
2 bedrooms, 2baths, furnished. Units have dishwashers 
and garbage disposals. 
FRAZEE AVENUE APARTMENTS - 818 Thurstin, 624, 
670 and 656 Frazee Avenue. CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
2 bedrooms, 2 baths, furnished. Units have dishwash- 
ers and garbage disposals. 
3 man rate still available 
$675/mo.+ Electric (4 person rate) 
$600/mo + Electric (3 person rate) 
website www.wcnet.org/~gbrental 
white culture, which related 
back to slavery." 
Equally important, Bates- 
Tompkins refereed to the role of 
African-American women. She 
said that African Americans are 
strong, opinionated and inde- 
pendent because they had to be. 
In slavery, a women could not 
depend on the African-American 
men because they were chal- 
lenged just as the women were 
in society. 
In agreement, Singh believes 
the men could not sufficiently 
support the women. 
"In slavery, black men could 
not take care of the women 
because back then, everyone was 
properly," Singh added. 
Additionally, Bates-Tompkins 
talked about the values of the 
Nicodemus women. 
She showed several photos of 
dressed up African-American 
women. 
"Here you have these women 
all dressed-up, with a nice car 
and where are they going?" she 
wise-cracked. 
Fashion was important to 
them, despite the destitute envi- 
ronment, she said. 
The church was another value 
of the Nicodemus people. 
"The only person they could 
count on was the Lord," Bates- 
Tompkins said. 
Bates-Tompkins concluded 
her presentation with a skit 
about  a  fictional character — 
"Stagecoach Mary Fields." 
Dressed in a cowboy outfit, 
smoking a cigar, with a whip by 
her side, Bates-Tompkins por- 
trayed a character which reflect- 
ed an African-American women 
deviating from the domestic 
roles of women. 
"Stagecoach Mary Fields" 
was single, wore pants, traveled, 
took on jobs that were challeng- 
ing and carried a gun/whip. In 
addition, she would challenge 
men to duels and actually win 
them. 
Roshonda Benton, a senior 
IPC major, said the presentation 
was exciting. 
"I thought Angela did a won- 
derful job giving insight on the 
life of Nicodemus," she said. "I 
am so excited that our campus 
community is being exposed to 
Nicodemus through this presen- 
tation and Flyin' West. So many 
people have never heard of 
Nicodemus, so this is like a new 
world." 
Singh also said that the pre- 
sentation was wonderful. 
"Her passion is galvanizing," 
she said. "She is a wonderful sto- 
ryteller and really helped to 
paint a picture of Nicodemus, 
past and present. It was just the 
right amount of history and 
entertainment for a Sunday 
afternoon." 
Valentine's Day 
Ifs right around Ine torner, and we've go* 
the grfh that could save your life! 
Snopping.com 
" Ycvir source (or Back io School Eve'vihing1 
.com 
'^'■■"■::r^!,;r 
Sign up for a Mow 
A«o-nl Todayl 
I'M f •*•**•< 
Build your own W*bir» 
ol Shopping.toml 
500 Minute Pre-Poid 
Phone Cards 
MUM,  i'. Mil*, ... 
All Bestwllers 0 X OH li>t Price... /<W« I 
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■I iiv I'/W A" Billboard lop 40 CDs only 
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WhGropt 0tm 
Mega Fat Burners • 
$39.99 
HOW Video 
By ERIK PEPPLE 
 The BG News  
Disturbing Behavior 
The following is a short list of 
things I could have done instead of 
watching "Disturbing Behavior." 
-Read a hook, written a paper for 
my political science class, cleaned 
my rtx>m, learned how to perform 
home surgery, eaten my weight in 
Nutter Butters, rented a porn flick 
just to spite Mr. Mayberry or 
worked on a formula for cold 
fusion. 
I think you get the idea. 
"Disturbing Behavior," had 
potential. The plot is an interesting 
variation on "Village of the 
Damned," and the setting of a small- 
town high school means ample 
opportunity for some sharp satire. 
Instead, like the latest in a long line 
of horror films that look more like 
Noxema ads than actual movies, the 
producers recruited a good-looking 
cast and put them through a series 
of plot machinations as strained as 
spandex on Louie Anderson. 
Katie Holmes and James Mars- 
den show up, look pretty, scream, 
bare enough flesh to sate the horny 
teen-aged audience, waste their tal- 
ent, scream again and then blow 
stuff up. Only Nick Stahl in a glee- 
fully sardonic performance escapes 
unscathed. 
When it was all over I checked 
my watch and realized the most dis- 
turbing thing about this movie is 
that it took away 80 minutes of my 
life I can never get back. 
Pi 
For most people the prospect of 
watching a thriller about math is as 
appealing as being beaten with a 
rolling pin. But Darren Aronofsky's 
debut feature proves to be a fasci- 
nating, frustrating exercise in style, 
atmosphere, philosophy and chaos. 
The story of reclusive math 
genius Max Cohen's (Sean Gullette) 
search for underlying patterns in the 
stock market becomes a terrifying 
descent into Kafkaesque paranoia 
when he uncovers a 216 digit num- 
ber that may or may not hold the 
key to unlocking the patterns of the 
universe. 
Hunted by an unnamed organi- 
zation desperate to use Max's work 
to predict trends on Wall Street he 
then falls in with a Hasidic cabal 
whit thinks Max's discovery will 
give them greater insight into the 
Torah, possibly revealing the true 
nature of God. Plagued by 
migraines and paranoia Max g»»es, 
for lack of a better word, nuts. 
Aronofsky has crafted one of the 
most impressive debuts in recent 
film history. Employing high con- 
trast black and white photography 
that looks exceptionally inky on the 
screen (akin to David Lynch's 
"Eraserhead") the claustrophobia of 
Max's world becomes uncomfort- 
ably palapable. 
The film's palette is crammed 
with tons of jittery, unsettling 
images (foremost a scene involving 
a drill). At the outset what looks to 
be film school chicanery, is actually 
a powerful way of conveying Max's 
world. It is cluttered, chaotic, messy 
and at times violent. Through it all, 
though, Aronofsky's intentions 
remain clear-he is showing a world 
that occupies the fine line between 
madness and brilliance. 
"Pi" is not for all tastes. It is an 
exhausting experience, jam-packed 
with ideas and theories thai require 
a little more thought than most 
movies. However, for those seeking 
an experience that sticks in both the 
gut and mind long after the final 




332 S. Main St. 
352-5620 
320 Elm #A-C $390.00 1 bedroom Furnished 
Free Gas Heat, Water & Sewer 
320 Elm #D $395.00 1 bedroom Furnished 
Free Gas Heat, Water & Sewer 
320 Elm #F $695.00 2 bedroom Furnished 
Free Gas Heat, Water & Sewer 
401 & 407 S. Enterprise #C 1 bedroom Unfurnished 
Free Water & Sewer 
401 #B & 407 S. Enterprise #A&B 2 bedroom Unfurnished. 
Free Water & Sewer 
709 Fifth St. 1,2,&3 Unfurnished 2 bedroom, 2 bath. $495.00 
709 #5-12 Unfurnished 2 bedroom. 2 bath. $530.00 
801 Fifth St. #1,3,5,7 Furnished and unfurnished 2 bedroom 
$430.00 Free Water & Sewer 
803 Fifth St. Furnished and unfurnished 2 bedroom 
$430.00 Free Water & Sewer 
309 High St. #1,2,3,4,6,7, & 8 Furnished and unfurnished 2 
bedroom Free gas heat, water & sewer. $495.00 
114 S. Main St. #1 $360.00 1 bedroom, #3 $335.00 1 bedroom, 
#6 $360.00 1 bedroom. #10 $360 00 1 bedroom All unfurnished 
117 N. Main St. #2 $350.00 1 bedroom, #3 $280.00  1 bed- 
room, #6 $320.00 1 bedroom, #7 $385.00 1 bedroom #8 
$260.00  1 bedroom, #9 $355.00 1 bedroom, #10 $380.00 1 
bedroom All unfurnished 
507 E. Merry #5 2 bedroom furnished.  Free water & Sewer. 
$565.00 
824 Sixth St. #1-8 2 bedroom unfurnished. $480.00 Free Gas 
Heat, Water, & Sewer 
843 Sixth St. #2-4 2 bedroom 2 bath $445.00, #5-12 2 bed- 
room 2 bath $475.00 All unfurnished 
128 W. Wooster #D-F 1 bedroom unfurnished $275.00 
920 E. Wooster 2 bedroom furnished apartment 
$690.00 Free Gas Heat, Water & Sewer 
1024 E. Wooster #Rec Room, 2 bedroom furnished Free Gas 
Heat, Water, & Sewer ^^^ 
Come visit our website at faf 
www.newlovereality.com 
Free Public Internet Station 
at Grounds for Thought! 
Grand Opening Party 
Thurs., February 11 
Free refreshments starting at 5:30 PM 
Free Internet seminar at 6:30 PM 





YOU CANT BEAT OUR FREE HEATH! 
Check out Mid Am Manor apartments at these great locations: 
641 Third Street 
702 Third Street 
839 Fourth Street 
Spacious 2 bedroom apartments. Close to campus.    ;*** 
Landlord pays all heat, water, sewer, and gas bills! 
These apartments rent at $440/month. There are no deals like this in BG! 
Inquire about our other rentals also ... Perfect for those with 3-4 roommates! 
CHARLESTOWN APARTMENTS     ASHDON APARTMENTS      SCHMELTZ RENTALS 
710 & 730 Scott Hamilton 850 Scott Hamilton 122 Frazee 
CoOJuor itop by our offic&today! 
Mid Am Management • 641 Third Street, Suite 4, BG * 352-4380 
' t 
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CAMPUS EVENTS 
" Dane* Marathon ** 
Overall meeting tonight, 9:15pm 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
All are invited' 
" Dance Marathon " 
AUDITIONS FRIDAY FEB5tn 
Potential cast members lor student film. 
Anend open auditions between 11 am-3pm 
Room 206 Ol scamp. All are welcome 
AUDITIONS!!! 
Improv Troupe 
121 West Hail @9pTi 
Wed and Thurs 
Call Andy or Kelly @ 352-0604 
with questions 
Come Celebrate Mardi Gras 
At the French House. Feb 16 7:30-iipm 
$4 bursar able. Everyone is welcome' 
Questions? Call 372-2671. 
Female Ritas ot Passage 
presented by Precious Stones 
Begins Feb 6 from I0anvi2pm. 
Tatt Room, 3rd Floor Union. 
?s 352-1277 
SAVE THE EARTH 
Are you looking lor a way to show the environ- 
ment (hat you appreciate all the great things it 
does tor you? Do (his, collect seeds, burn 
brush, restore prames, try to stop sryofoam 
use on campus, and plan this years Earth 
Week by jommg the Environmental Acton 
Group. It's time wed spent even/ Monday night 
from 9 to 10pm. in room 301 ol University Hall. 
Join because Ihe environment needs you and 
you need it. 
SEE THE TOLEDO STORM" 
Join UAO on a tnp to see the Toledo Storm 
Hockey Game on Friday, Feb. 2,1999. Signup 




FREE pregnancy tests. 
CONFIDENTIAL and CARING 
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center 
PERSONALS 
U pi own /Downtown Celebrates 
20th Anniversary 
Thursday, February 4 
We are giving away 
2 Spring Break Trips for 2 to 
Jamaica. 92,5 Live Remote will be there 
with lots of T-shirts, sweatshirts. 
& other prizes. Everyone present will 
be entered as a contestant. 
No purchase necessary! 
Must be present to win. 
So don't miss out 
on all the fun! 
Find It In The 
BG News! 
Spring Break '99 
www.sunsplashtours corn 
From $99' 
Free trips & 
Group Discounts 
Hours and hours of free drinks 
Jamaica Cancun Florida 
South Padre Bahamas Barbados 
Lowest pnces/Best meals 
CALL TODAY'1-800 426-7710 
IMFREEMI 
Do you have an interest m nutrition? 
Do you want to know how to present the 
"Freshman 15"? 
Do you want to know how to eat healthier 
on campus? 
Then come see the nutnoon Peer Educators 
at the Wellness Connection 
!!!FREE!!f 
Alpha Xi Delta 
Don't miss out on "xi" 
place to be. Spring 
Recruitment is tonight from 
8 8:45 and 9-9:45 
Alpha Xi Delta 
BIOLOGY SCHOLARSHIP APPLICATIONS 
are now available, 2nd floor, LSC Application 
deadline: Feb. 12. 
FLORIDA SPRING BREAK 
Sandpiper-Beacon Beach 
Resort Panama City Beach 
Flonda, from $159 per person 
3 pools. 1 indoor pool/lazy 
river ride, huge beachside 
hottub suites up to 10 people. 
Tiki bar. home of the world's 
longest keg party 
Drmk Free, draft beer 
all week w/cover. Free info 
1-800-488 8828 
www sandpi perbeacon .com 
GOING ON SPRING BREAK Buy the most 
powerful fat burner/energize we 
offer-S 19.95- Universal     Sup p. 
1-888-642V887 Crealine iQOOg's $29 95. 
Greyhound bus now located at Campus Tan- 
ning. 352-2329  
He's big. He's red. and his name is Buddy. 
Buddy Blood Drop is he<e today' 
Visit him at BG's Blood Drive next week' 
New location: Olscamp Hail 
PANAMA CITY BEACH SPRING BREAK 99' 
Prices start at $1491 Call USA Spring Break at 
1 800-799-8445 or 1 888 777 4642 today' 
Personalized lotions, massage oils, and per- 
fumes. Also candles and incense. Unique Val- 
enone gifts. Lotions S Potions Woodland Mill I 
PHIMU'PHIMU 
If you're interested in getting involved & making 
friends, come to Phi Mu's Open Recruitment 
tonight <@> 9:151 II you have any questions. 
please call 372-2750. 
PHIMU*PHIMU 
Sigma Kappa' Sigma Kappa 
Come visit us tonight lor 
our open house' 
8*00-8:45 
9:00-9:45 
Bring a Inendll 
Sigma Kappa' Sigma Kappa 
SPRING BREAK '99 
Guaranteed lowest prices to Cancun. 
Jamaica, Panama City & Daytona Beach. 
Student Travel Services 
1-800 648-4849 
www.ststravel.com 
On Campus Contact: 
Nicki @372-5408 
J.m @ 372 1306 
SPRING BREAK '99 PANAMA CITY BEACH 
The Boardwalk Beach Resort-Spnng Break 
Headquarters. Packages from $39.00 per per 
son. Closest to Spinnaker and La Vela. Host o< 
Sports   Illustrated   Beach   Club.   Call   Now' 
1-800-224-GULF www.springbreakhq.com. 
SPRINGBRFAK BEACHES Daytona. Panama 
City, Padre. Miami, Cancun. Jamaica, Baha- 
mas, etc. Best hotels, prices, parties. Browse 





hotel Discounts -Tofft?e DV&t 
Turning Pants 
An informal Discussion group about eating dis- 
orders, weigh! issues and normal eating. Be- 
gmmgWed Feb. 10.3:30-5pm. Runs 8 weeks 
through April 7. To register call 372-2081. Co- 
sponsored by Counseling Center and Student 
Healin Service.  
WHOLEFOOD 
Alter natives has organic health conscious 
groceries, as well as candles, incense, oils, 
herbs, books, tarot and classes to serve the 
Pagan. New Age and Alternative Spirit com- 
munity. Stop in at I3i W Wooster or call 
352-SEED (7333) lor info 
WITCH STORE? 
Well yes. Alternatives has books, tarot, ritual 
supplies, herbs, oils, candles & more' Plus the 
organic grocery is up and running' Check us 
out at 131 W Wooster St., or Call 352-SEED 
(7333). 
xo xo xo 
Congratulations to Jen Cummmgs 
for being named our sistor of the week 
xo xo xo 
xo•XO' xo 
Congratulations to Cassie Mamn for being 
named our sister ol the week' 
xo•xo•xo 
WANTED 
Inspiring young good-looking actor, 21 years 
old. Looking for theatre & TV opportunities. 
Has auditioned with 20th Century Fox 4 has 
gone through Margaret O'Brien acting classes. 
Has been to IMTA Convention in NY & LA 
Plea—contact Jason Todd ot(4i9)665 2097. 
Non-smoking roommate wanted May '99 to 
May '00 lease. Estmaiod monthly rent $260. 
Call Ale»a @ 353-6283  
Subieasers needed. 2 bdrm. apt. $370/mo. 
Call 352-9158. 
Vampire Masquerade 
Real Life Role playing m 8G. 
Come ,om the lun. 352-9974. 
HELP WANTED 
$i.000'e WEEKLY!! Stuff envelopes at home 
tor $2.00 each plus bonuses. F/T. P/T. Make 
$800* weekly, guaranteed' Free supplies. For 
details, send one stamp to: N-181, 12021 Wil- 
snire Blvd., Suite 552. Los Angeles. CA 90025. 
$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars. 
For info call 203-319-2602. 
**$20nHR PT/FT 
Process Our Company Mail or Email 
From Home or School For Details: 
Email: AppJy4now@ smartbol.net 
770-9376761 
375 Counselors and Instructors needed1 
Coed summer camps m Pocono Mountains. 
PA.    Lohikan.     1 -800-488-4321. 
www lohikan.com 
BG Company. $6.00 per hour. Bulk labeling, 
light assembly, mostly sit down work, all day 
hours, all weekdays. Needed immediately, but 
on a "on call" basis. Some weeks no work, 
other weeks 10-15 hours. Flexible. Email to us 
your interest, possible avail hours and phone * 
at Mike@Northcoastcol'ee com  
CAMP ECHOING HILLS m east cenual Ohio, 
seeks dedicated summer stall. A Christian 
camping ministry lor people with disabilities, 
serving all ages for over 30 years. Competitive 
salary, lull room and board, training provided. 
Look for our display at the Union Feb. 10 Call 
740-327-23 11. or email de- 
veiopo'<@soia-oh com  
CHECK THIS 
$$ Delivery $$ 




IN BOWLING GREEN 
AND SURROUNDING AREAS 
Earn up to $8 per hour or more depending 
upon your speed ol delivery Must have a valid 
driver's license, a vehicle with current license 
plates and have 4-8 daylight hours available. 
For more information call: 
1-800-839- 5022 
MON   FRI 
11 30AM • 700PM. 
CRUISE SHIP EMPLOYMENT - Workers earn 
up  to  $2,000*/month  (w/tips &  benefits). 
World    Travel'   Land-Tour   |obs    up    to 
$5.000-$7.000/summer. Ask us how' 





'10 am until 2 pm 
CTWriTWSXFZ* 
28 K WoostefBowlhm Green « 354-2535 
Across from Ibe BGSl Stadium 
. J 
John Newlove Real Estate 
• 403 High St. Apt. I - Furn. effic. rent $290.00/mo. 
(includes gas, elec, water/sewer). 
• 451 Thurstin Ave: Apt. # 208 - Furn. effic. rent $300.00/mo. 
tenant pays gas and elec. 
•810 Fourth St. Apt. # 8 - Furn 1 BR apt., rent $350.00/mo. 
tenant pays gas & elec. 
Deposit equal to one month's rent. 
Call John Newlove Real Estate 354-2260 
Horse stable help wanted m exchange lor rid 
ing lessons. Musi have reliable transportation 
lOmileslromBG 6693170 
MONEY FOR FUN 
Progressive Whitewater Rafting Company ded- 
icated to creating a diverse stall seeks excep- 
tional, outgoing individuals lor part-time to full- 
time seasonal employment as raft guides. No 
experience necessary. Application deadline is 
March 6,1999. Contact 
NORTH AMERICAN RIVER RUNNE RS, Inc. 
PO BOX 81. Hico. WV 25854 
1 800 950 2585 E-MAIL: raftnarr@aolcom 
EOE 
Office cleaning evenings. 
12-15 hours per week. 
own transportation required. 
Call 352-5822 
Part time student employment 
Are you looking lor part time employment of 15 
hours plus per week plus per week within walk- 
ing distance to BGSU campus? Interested in 
working various unskilled job* 'n assembly, 
packaging, etc.? Rate of pay is $5.15 per hour 
Apply in person between the hours ol 9.00am 
and 5:00pm (Monday-Friday) at: 
Advanced Specialty Products. Inc. 
428 Clough St. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402. 
Spring-summer Moor walkers. Up- 
town/Downtown. Apply M, T._R. F after 9pm. 
Summer Camp Jobs 
A lun place to work and a hfelone learning ex- 
perience awaits you at YMCA Resident Camp 
Nissokone (Oscoda, Ml) or YMCA Day Camp 
Ohiyesa (Highland. Ml). Are you a creative, 
canng and enthusiastic person who would en- 
|0y working in an active outdoor setting? Now 
hiring counselors, activity specialist for 
aquatics, horseback, nature, arts'crafts, mu- 
sic/drama, high and low ropes courses, sail- 
ing, and athletics. Call (248) 887-4533 to 
schedule an on-campus interview  
Summer of '99. 3 Recreation Directors needed 
at Yogi Bear's Jellystone Park m Mantua. OH 
Only 10 minutes from Sea World. We are a 
busy camping facility. 40 hrsnwk ♦ end of 
season bonus. Send resume to: Jellystone 
Park, Attn. Andrea, 3392 St Rt 82. Mantua. 
OH. 44255.  
WANTED 
Stale tested or Test ready nurse aids 
7-3 and 11 -7 shifts available 
$6.75/hr lor test ready 
$7 00/hr for state tested 
We also offer an attendance bonus, paid vaca- 
tions, medical insurance, and a friendly atmos- 
phere, with courteous co-workers 
Apply in person or call for more into: 
Blakely Care Center 
800 Sterling Drive 
N Baltimore.OH45872 
'    (419)257-2421 
FOR RENT 
FOR SALE 
it 11 Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruise' 5 
Nights $279' Includes Meals & Free Parties' 
Awesome Beaches, Nightlife' Departs Florida' 
Cancun & Jamaica $399' spnngbreak 
travel com 1 800 678 6386  
111' Spring Break Panama City $i 29' Board- 
walk Room w/Kuchen Near Clubs' 7 Parties- 
Free Dnnksl Daytona $149' South Beach 
$1291 Cocoa Beach $149' spnngbreak- 
travel com 1-800 678 6386  
233 MMX Pentium Laptaop with 64MB EDO 




Includes choice of 
potato and our 
famous salad bar. 
[-ffairfmcuis 
STEAKHOUSE 
163 South Main Street-Bow 
Management Inc. 
Now leasing for Fall 1999-2000 
Management Inc. 
HilMale Apis.. 2bdiin IIai*. very spacious. 9 
fool ceilings, car port*. 9 1/2- 12 mo Lease* 
Start at *6I0 ( all J5J-5AOO 
/(fEfcCA 
Management Inc. 
HilKdalr Aptv. Large studios, lu^h vaulted 
ccflinga unique door plan.9 I 2-12 mo Lena 
Sun at S"o  O 
Management Inc. 
Ilrin/titr Apt*., 1 bdnn. lu^h vaulted 
filings, unique lloor plan 9 I .?- 12 mc» I easel 
("low lu campus. Starts ai S'80 
(all W3-58UU 
Management Inc. 
Kvtrgrrrn Aptv   GflkftndtlA huge I bdrms 
laundry on site, lois of parking I tl   st.ms.it 
S230. I bdmu Slam at $340 (all 353-5801) 
Management Inc. 
W IIIOH HMSC Apu, 810 4th Si   I bdims. j:as 




Slop by our olTice al MM5 V Main Si for 
complete NMMfl or t ill 353-5800. 
www.wcnet.org/~-mecca 
Georgetown Manor Apartment* 
Available Fall 99 & Spring ?000 
800 3rd Sireet 
1 bedroom & 2 bedroom apts 
Fully lurnished. AC. 
New Laundry Room, no pels 
9 t/2ft l2mo leases 
Reasonable rent 
Gas heat, water & sewer included. 
Call 354-9740 for more details * appt. 
" Houses & Apis. 99/2000 S Y." 
930 E. Wooster. House for 7 (new carpet*) 
321 E. Merry 6 bdrm apt. (central air) 
1.2.4 3 bdrm apts very close to campus. 
Rooms available and or can do some semester 
leases 
Call 353-0325. 
1 and 2 bdrm furnished apts for '99-00 school 
year. 352-7454. 
1 bdrm  furnished upstairs apt  available now 
through Aug. 15. $400/month. Spacious apt 
on west side o' town in a quiet neighborhood. 
Great place for a grad  student   Leave mes- 
sage 354-6610  
12 month leases starting May 15.1999: 
122 N. Enterprise 1  Br  i   person $360.Unl 
ICO " "'-    A   a,     1 rp.rxif1CA.lhil 
bobrinn *A-fl tJr ■« person »oou-u; 
Steve Smith 352-8917 or 367 8666 
2 BDRM FURNISHED APTS 
SUMMER LEASES$700 
9412MONTH LEASES $465 AND UP 
704 5th STREET 352-3445 
2 bdrm. house near BGSU $400 Excellent 
condition. Lease & deposit required Call 
666 4651  
2-BDRM. Apt. Near Campus. 
Parking. $425/mo.. util. incl. 
Ava.1 6/1.353 7547 
712/722 4th St.. 2-BDRM Apts.. 
Avail 8/1. $400/mo . 353-7547 
3 bdrm house 2 Wks from campus Newly re- 
modeled Call 352-9392  
3 bdrm house on N. Prospect avail, lor 12 mo 
lease starting May. $615 mo plus uM No pets 
Parental guarantees & sec dep req Call 
3f,4 8'■». fv.i-'. »:■••  
3 bdrm. apt $550 Near BGSU excellent con- 
dition. Lease and deposit requi'ed Call 
686 465' 
3 bdrm house near BGSU Excellent condi- 
tion. $650 lease and deposit required Call 
686 4651 
320 Elm »A-C $390 00 l bedroom Furnished 
Free Gas Heat. Water 4 Sewer 
320 Elm *D $395 00  1  bedroom Furnished 
Free Gas Heat. Water 4 Sewer 
320 Elm »F $695 00 2 bedroom Furnished 
Free Gas Heat. Water 4 Sower 
401 4 407 S Enterpnse *C ' bedroom Unfur 
nished Free Water 4 Sewer 
401 «B 4 407 S. Enterprise *A4B 2 oedroom 
unfurnished Free water 4 sewer 
709 Fifth St. i. 2. 43 Unfurnished 2 bedroom. 2 
bath $495 00 
709 H5-12 Unfurnished ? bedroom 2 bath 
$530 00 
801 Fifth St P 1,3, 5. 7 Furnished and unfurni- 
shed 2 bedroom $430 00 Free water 4 sewer 
iewl 
IB IK i: A !K 
;AN«:IJN  MAZATLANI 
JAMAICA    S.   I'll)ml 
803 Fifth St Furnisned and unfurnished 2 bed- 
room $430 00 Free Water 4 Sewer 
309 High St »t, 2.3.4,6. 7 4 8Furnished and 
unfurnished 2 oedroom Free gas heat, water 4 
sewer $495.00 
114 S Mam St #i $360 00 1 bedroom. #3 
$335.00 1 bedroom. 06 $360 00 1 bedroom 
*10$360.001 bedroom Ail unfurnished 
117 N Mam St. «2 $350.00 1 bedroom, »3 
$280.00 l bedroom, »6 $320 00 1 bedroom, ff7 
$385.00 1 bedroom »8 $260 00 1 bedroom. »9 
$355.00 1 bedroom. «iO $380 00 1 bedroom 
All unfurnished 
507 E. Merry #5 t bedroom furnished. Free 
water 4 sewer $565.00 
824 Sixth St. #1-8 2 bedroom unlurmshed 
$480 00 Free gas heat, water 4 sewer. 
843 Sixth St »2-4 2 bedroom 2 bath $445 00. 
#5-12 2 bedroom 2 bath $475 00 all unfurni- 
shed 
128 W Wooster »DF 1 bedroom unfurnished 
$27500 
920 E. Wooster 2 bedroom furnished apart- 
ment. $690.00. Free gas heat, water 4 sewer 
1024 E  Wooster « Rec Room, 2 bedroom fur- 
nished Free gas heat, water 4 sewer. 
CHECK OUT THE BEST KEPT HOUSING 
SECRET IN BGI Clean, 2 bedrooms, fully 
furnished, dishwashar, laundry facilities, u- 
tiiitios provided, on-site manager, balcony 
units available. Call for an appointment: 
352-9909. 
Efficiency units available for short or long term, 
completely furnished  Phone, cable 4 all utils 
included. Near campus 352-1520.  
Female subieaser needed 
Summer '99 4 FalUSprmg '99 
Own Room-Air Cond Great building 
354 0469 Lisa/Shelby 
House for Rent 
For next Fall 
Call 353 7042 
Nowly construcied 3 bdrm house 3 biks from 
campus Call 352-9392. 
Subieaser    needed    Feb-May     Normally 
$430Vmo • dep 111 pay 1/2 ol Feb, all ot May. 
4 furniture fee. 1 bdrm . walk to class   Call 
352-9135. Apt. 74. 
Subieaser needed for 19992000 school year 
$205mo   * utilities 440 845 6316 
Subieaser needed for large, furnished, i bdrm 
apt. Lots of closet space. Froe membership 
use of Cherrywood Health Club/Spa Only 
$370/mo Available Oj March 1 Call Jeff at 
354-3904 or Vichy at 35? 9378 
Upstairs apartment for 1 or 2 people. Quiet 







i *m * •*■• **Ma ■ '"* "ran • *CMH ■-" 
Panama $119 
City *■•<-«■ **«•» ■» •****—»•*»» 
Jamaica $439 
Cancun $399 
7MgMi>Aa . HMI<II*IJM1 »WI* 0-*a 
Spring Break Tnvcl-Our 12th Yeari 
1-800-678-6386 
"A FIRST-CLASS THRILLER WITH 
SEXY SURPRISES. 




"MEL GIBSON IS TERRM IN 
A ROLE THAT mi KNOCK 
"THE FIRST MUST-SEE 
Mom OF WE YEAR!" 
im wnso* rtnrv 
"ONE of MEL'S BEST!" 
IM ntcusoN, rot TV 
MEL GIBSON 
NUVMI PltlMES IEOS u ICON unroll HUM 
TfllfcT 6REGG HENRY MM BELLO 0*1 MKJ "'" 
«IIWH«cEII[tiy,,V«*l 
HimwtiimsnmiMi   ""<°J 
^■..:-.-|. m~: WMHIMIin01 vwsi MUIUOI (Hi —.mm.'^. 
STARTS FRIDAY FEBRUARY 5TH     »NHB 
'""TOTIPO"" 1F0X THEATRES 
WOODVILIT. MAI L 
693-8922 
i 
i 
